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GAY VERSE AND GRAVE. The se Ile that la 
atinlight,
Yes, Ico.•Ing Is living-all else Is unuitht.
-MA; 
HONglia ware that ts3 1 song,as u rice d1e eason.
Commencing Auc.ust 15th and elo3ing• September 1st, we
are going to offer some moving bargains! These are a
few; we have many more as good:
0.1•MRMIL.  -.•=31•••••••,
25 cts., worth $1.00 to $1.50.
16 Pairs Ladies' Faree Oxfords
23 Pairs Child's Slippers and Oxfords ,
18 Pairs - Misses' Oxfords Tan
50 as., worth $2.00 to $2 so.
15 Pairs - - Ladi!,s' OxPtrds
23 Pairs - Ladies' Kid tinfton Shoes
18 Pairs Child's OxIords, b1,1 cks, tans
 41.11•1111 
$1.00, worth $2.00 to $3.00.
16 Pairs - - Ladies' Oxfords
12 Pairs Ladies' pat. tip B Won Shoes
15 Pairs Ladies' C. S. Patton Shoes
$1.00, worth $1.5o to $2.00.
20 Pairs - Arens' Shoes. Cons:fres*
-4$ Paif's - - Shoes, Lace
44) Pairs Boys' Shoes, Lace and Conr.
1.7
I 2
$2.00, worth $2.60 to $3.00.
Pairs
Pairs
Pairs
- Cons. and Lace
- - Alen's Lace Captor
- - Boys' La,ie Captor
$3.00 and $3.60, worth $5.00.
8,7 Pairs Alen's Fine Nand sewed,
Shoes. Some do at $3.00; others at
0.
Monarch Shirts, colored, 85 cts, $1; worth $1.26 and $1.60.
Men's ffats at O1VE-F0 URTI-4,OFF Re if tr price. Come and look at our Bat
stock. It will pay Oa.
Ladies' 15 qent Blak Hose, fast colors. - - - - For 10 cents
Ladies' 25 cent Black hose, last col°, s, Oa4e - For 18 cis., two for 3J cents
Ladies' 30 cent Black Hose. last colors, hand-shaped - - - For 20 cents
T.-1.1" BOSE .4T H.4 LF-PR1C
If you don't come to thi, sale yra will regre it. See our hand bills tor list
of bargains
PETREE ae.--t COMPANY
Sign of the Dig Boot.
Li
ii
THE LOW PRICE 1
Prevailing on all
Fdrrn roducts
Makes th th ifty planter all the
keener to nerease the quantity and
improve t quality of such prod-
ucts. As are of this fact, we try to
procure th best Of everything in the
implement ine to offer him. In grain
drills we have both the
and the"EMPIRE" 
They are both made with and will.-
out the fertilizer attachment. The
Superior is made with either discs or
hose for putting in the grain; the
Empire is made with the disc only.
They are the best drills money can
bus', and, owing to the variety in
constructia they afford the follow-
lowing lin s of drills to select from:
Superior Make:
A Disc Drill with Fertilizer attachment.
A Disc Drill without fertilizer attachment.
A Hose Drill with fertilizer attachment.
A Hose:Drill without fertilizer attachment.
Empire7Ma e:
A Hose
A Hose
with fertilizer attachment.
without fertilizer attachment.
Any one gat' be suited in this large
line.
FOR IFS & BRO.,
Tenth and Main Streets.
ii
Frank Bell Describes a Sea-
side Episode.
SWEET SONG OFSLEEP1
How Gresam Feels - Detz on Lors-Otber
Rhymes
WOULD DO HAL/.
"My darling," she tenderly whispered,
Clinging closer still Vet to his side,
el Ica e )011 Willi deathless divot Ion,
And tam now willing to be your bride."
And the allenee that notated around them
WaS Me tranquil and free • from all care.
Thnt she patus.si In her eloquent pleading
With n rapture her soul could not !war.
-My dear," once again she whispered
••We eual live very cheaply you know.
Al! we need will be bread and fresh water.
In this hind whe re tllt rich tropics grow."
Be *as silent ci lllllllll lee musings,
And then he devotedly .snial :
"I will at ruggle to furnish the water,
If, my darling. you'll furnish the bread"
-ilAssox Patric DILTZ.
A SONG OF OTHER DAYS.
Tom, I've set here dreaming Ilk.' a fellow
St • times will,
Of those good old days of used-ley-be let dear
old llopkinsville
Of the time when we three rowdies, you and
clear old Fritak and I
Met HMI mimed the mind of frolic In the
happy days gone by.
1 am older now and altered some and chang-
ed in many ways
 lie romping. carelese youngster of
those halcyon boyish days,
But, when f stroll wit h inezsoFy hack
through the years of life
Forgetful for the moment of tan misery and
That the audit has pliee.cci upoo
hitter tight tor 4read
Alla See Ileitwe 1111YS eel lacybucal, with their
happiness insteatl:
N'hen I turn back from the present t#4 tliose
' day, of long ago
I feel like Just deserting all life's duties,
don't you kneel
And coming back In penitence to taste the
swavIS qgcile
That we used to base t)rp,r  us In that deur
old buried Then,
oh, I'd like to live there ever, drink their
pleaspre ty my fill,
Those dear, departed, 'peppy boyhood days
cat ilopkinsville.
Ise In the.
-ciauo ctrlassm.
A SEA Olpil
Idly along the beach they lista their Way,
.A1 r: luif(l liitimeirmvciefr:-lattraitoviewntsitintasgselohrehimire WhitieX,p
Proud of the ismer glad Vrtive and beaut)
11:1:11;
111. 13.-ati Wle/ trent, upon his brow
A .toulow seemed to rest, 131r dark eyes
I pa, e salads, in silence thus they
strolled,
W hen .1.1(1114.11ly her eyes fell on the minds
And !ul: e t:II:4...d a harmless worm that creptnl
Ice.' stem and It were crushed beneath lei.
Iroltol; 
•
••Hoisir with aReeted %)•11IPIIIIIY. she cried.
And It h dramatic pose mad pistoling vole,'
sod, -Ii111 it not why ernsh the hurntle,..
thingl
Remember kindly cowpter•s tender word..
•1 'a, mid not number on my 111.1 of friend.
That 1111111 who needlea.ly set leis foot upon
H Moran."
Ile pauses!, and turning, looked lute her
eyes
Abel bailf in scorn and half in sadness sail.
ell' paraphrase you elk Ind 1) it 'on pet 'worts
I would not number nu
 
city $1.1 tit frivilds
However gifted she may is. jid fair,
I If wanting in the softer traits that lifts
The lives of men to higher alma and hopes)
That women who for summer pastime lures
A heyeel he art to lose, then cru.lies it
As u_spoiled child would erurh a tiresome
toy.**
And tIc, 11 lee silence the) retraced theft
steps.
SLEEP.
-FRANK BRILL.
From the ancient tower of N11011,
Where the" stars are casements bright,
Where the *MIS that once were tal
The pale nano) IS 11011/ the portal,
seeep like a raven lolielY,
Wooing ineinnetioly
&deep. the raven, with NAGA pinion*.
W ing...1 toe way fr dominion-
It mnel about my pillow white,
circling in Its stately night
'rill at last it did alight,
And 14whispered ae,rets olden
g radiant, guld.m.
What Invisibly. airy 11111).7%
Flop from out this raven's wins,
W wit Ii., tic. whispering*,
',mid 1 leUt eel.1111 wane %vont
a this wondrous midnight bird,
.44 
 part of the  singing
in unbidden entiric, ringing
Through my soul. then w.a31.1 1 pray
An Impassionol, deathless hey,
I wising mortal care,. tee ay.
--Ity001,P11 STRINHAllEN.
NEARLY ANY BOY'S PA.
Nothin"t all Mid good near as It wus
W'en my or lel lle. WUS young.-rde
laRrunt t 'abut boys now does
Alut cireutuslatio: iii Nan. Ni,, my lab •
My pri, to once he sa um flfty-six
fir t hIrty -one or sion'ers thereabouts
Miles, Me 011e h1411' HMI leg was fix'
And tied tight tergetber. Alia no doubt
1./1 lees, stays he, he could Jost golf
On a el1.1111inlo', cause he weren't a bit
Wore-d out, but t' warn't nolaaly there cep'
Jilin, so he got lonesome like an' quit.
Shucks! 01' Neperchune his own set would
Like to SWIM like my pet uster could.
An w'en it coin, to jumping, by
tirtasshoppers, fur the size, land Ora. too,
A re• a honey, but my pa wus naturally
The JUI111,111...11t fellOW 'abut ever threw
Two legs in :d r, and atoll he fowl'
Any or thing 'abut lie could chin
Ile'd stair net footed on the grout,'
An' Jump over It Jeat a kaiii•
An. one, Wlitlt my pa lee done:
Ile was burr) lee' sor ose..111
bleeek the way an' he start and run
An' aprunged ideate over the whole team
Shucks! Nobody now call Jump as good,
Hal way, t4. lily pa under could.
Valllt I'Ve i(eld OW near all. fer
3.1)- pa WWI area a Writs1 ler that he throwed
grizzly beer down. And done it easier
Than ratan' otT logs. Nut leer time 'hosed
W-lnat a tighter be. wus by beatin' (hr."
let-sprat, burglars terribul, elm had
broke Into his house. Ma sea ate elle
bon't knOW nothing 'bout all that, but dad
Sem there'a nuff things what ma don't know
To ad a book. And mos she MY% If pa
W us sera cc Iferkellea why don't he go
And tot.. wood and coal. Pa sea -Pilaw!"
Aliticks! AIM nothing what if you should
Ask pa. to (1c) he say that he ulster (.0U141,
-Tom l'uderwtxml.
ALL'S NAUGHT, BUT LOVE.
I have i..osed on the height. and depths of
love,
on thelworld's hard tnart and Strife for gold
On the wet hing whirl "f a world agog
As its Juggernaut miseries unfold
And It all SeellISSUllil II little thing,
As I sit here now in the aging day,
To at niggle mid weep, tee climb toed fall,
Tee cry for the moons that fade away.
Sweet youth, with its now of Julie. tiller
Weather,
11e1 dream. emulated in rosy hue;
‘V hen young feet pressod the purple
heather,
And life 'acts sure and love was new,
And theft ambitious greed and thirst
That plows the brow and sear. the heart,
That murders sleep. that stifles truth,
That brings of bitter pain the smart.
I )1cl age comes creeping 1411 apace,
When the heart IS weary of earth 1111(1 pain,
And we 101100r.theyoUlll that: was sweet
find pure
As n spring day cooled by ft:sparkling rain.
Alla 'a lest does it give to US idler /all?
And why ar.. we. fools to struggle need vete?
Fier the glittering bauble we've grasped ut
lost
Is but lielei Olen fruit to hold Wel to keep.
And it all omma auell ii little thing
API I Sit tic re now lie t lee naiad clay;
For I hold that nothing is true but:heaven;
And nothing MP "weed na love, I sai
Tau lOye of a heart that's rieh
of armp that tattle, ease lips. oft sought,
It's ;-nol enough lee Greenland
'lei freeze your very Weill
A 1111111011 leelwrgs (duster
At the tip-top of the pole;
Tirer never have a pie-tile- I :tore-
.er• aintrr's Diver t1 •:
Asia Minima haus ell the year
round the froseu sun!
And how inadd you like logo
To that wetuterfut WWI of snowl
111.1 sledge-on a bike.
sch bow wottei you site-
() how would you like to go!
-Frank Stent,oi. The Interment Took
. CI. BROWN DEAD
1 
lids,G
vision or any kind of more eyes tire
nieulated films, weeklies! of
I quickie cured by the use of Sather-laud's; Eagle Eye Salve.-For sale by R. 0 HardwIck,
Broke Atte Arm.
A eve-year-old 41.. of Mr. Dock
Meacham who livetrittew miles North
of the city, fell from a high fence-Friday
eight and broke his right arm.
A Great German's; Prescription.
Diseeeed blood, oonstipation, and kitb
ney, liver and bowel troubles are cured
by Karl's Mover Root Tea.-For sale by
R. C. Hardwick.
Overshinor Property sold.
The Overshiner property, gauntest on
the cerner of Oath and Virginia
streets, was sold today through Henry
& Leavell, reel estate agents, to Mrs.
Julia West, the consideration being $2,-
600.
At this season of the veer the blezing
sunshine is very trying on the optic
nerves and (Ate.* causes granulated tide
Of sore eyes. Sutherland's Eagle Eye
Salve is a positive cure. $5 a tube at all
dealers.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick,
Captured, Murderer.
W. T. Ackridge, pf Fredonia, arrest-
ed James Lawrence, colored, at that
place Friday. Lawrence is walite 1
in Miesissippi for mueder. He has been
itt large for two yeaiii, and could not be
located until now. A reward of reo
was offered for his capture.
••••
Centsumption Can be Cured
by the use of tibilob's Wire. Thie great
cough cure is the only knowu remedy
for that terrible diseese.
Pitianie Sight.
Thiunua Browii, who tried to kill his
wife aild dmeghter in Webster opacity
several days ago, was tried at, Dieell
and adjudged a lunatic and taken to
Hopkinsville at mice. It is said he was
a pitiable 'tithe to behold, a teenplete
mental wreck, bolh vicious and danger-
Chille are a bad sign Chills portend
the °morning of serious disease. They
are an Earle symptom of malaria, pre-
mete pneumonia, inflaniatioll of the
bowels, and many other elaugerous di,
swages. They should never be neglected.
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic cures
them It tastes like mint candy. A.1
druggists guarantee it.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick,
The Pay of Magistrates.
If Judge Cantrell's decision bolls
good, n magistrate will get fr2 in eee'u
examisiing trial, no :totter if he lipid*
twenty a day, and $i for the seseend day
of such trials. Auditor Stone thinks
they should get only $2 ii day no matter
hoe- maity case* they t-xamine, end e ill
take au uppeal.
To make the complexion good and the
br atliStweet, use Dr 13e1l's Peppermint
Chill Tonic. It pnrifiesi the blood, rids
yo I of malaria and is an upbuildine
fis tic, :tiding digestion. Pleatiant treie
and pl. mei n t effect. 50c. Guaranteed
by all dealer.
-For sale by it C Hardwick,
Oreashoppers on the Corn.
Rei erns from over in Southern Ken-
tucky to-day are to the effect ti at the
grasshoppers have made their appear-
ance in large numbere in the corn fieide
and are at work destroying the blethei
eff the. conestalks. tionsidentble du'
age- is being reported, but the extent of
It cannot be now estimated.-Clarks-
vile Chronicle.
Pills Do Not Cure.
Pill do not cure constipation. They
only aggravate. Karl's Clover Root Tea
gives perfect regularity of the bowies.
-For sale bylt. 0. liardvvick
Little Mary Frits Dead.
Mary, the little daughter of Mr and
eine J. Sol Fritz, died Thursday after a
tinge' ing illetas from brain fever. The
child was unusually bright and pn tty,
:Ind the strongert affections of her i Lir-
etas were centered on her. Tke funeral
took place Friday morning and the re-
mains were laid in Hopewell cemetery.
The sympathy of tile community is ex-
tended to the bereavedeparent.s.
Are You Made
miaernble by Indigestion, Constipation,
Dizziness, Lose; of Appetite, 'Yellow
Skin? Shileh's Vitalizer is a positive
cure.- -For gale by R. C Hardwick.
Mr. Girand Appointed,
Mr. F. M. Girand had recently gotten
an appointment as lock-keeper on Green
River. It is a Government appoint-
ment and pays forty-five dollars a
month, with a good house and several
acres of land attached. It is a position
similar to the one Mr. E. F. Morris has
recently secured. Mr. Girand will
leave the last of this week for his new
home. Mrs. Girated will not go until
about the first of September. She will
spend August visiting relatives at Ben.
nettst own and Oak Grove.
Nerves on Edge.
I wee nervous, tired. irritable and
cross. Karl's Clover Root Tea has made
me happy, Mrs. E. B. Worden.-For
%ale by R. C. Hardwick.
Eplaenalc of Fever.
There is an epidemic of typhoid ma-
larial fever ranging in the neighborhood
of Luetonsville and between there and
Kirkinansville. The doctors here are
kept busy. One reports 16 cases another
lb. Cue of the doctors report 5 deaths
out of 17 caseeeln one family there were-
9 cases, 5 down at °tie time. Three
deaths occurred in one family. In some
cases it has gone through the whole
family. The doctors think that the hot
weather which has caused the water to
become inpreguated with the fever germ
is the cause of the epidemio.-Fairview
Review.
Worth Its Weight In
Gold--Sutherland.'s Eagle
Eye Se I ve.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwiu k
Labor Day Proclaimed.
Gov. Bradley has issued the follow-
ing proclamation, naming September 7
as Labor Day, and requesting that manes
be observed art holiday: "It is proper
that a day in each year should be set
apart in recognition of the laborers.,
who constitute such a large and res-
pectable element, and who contribute
so much to the prosperity and well-be-
ing of the Republic. In conformity to
the eetabliehed rule, an Governor of the
Commonwealth of Kentueky, I hereby
set apart and fix the first lkionday in
September next as Labor Day, and re-
quest that tame be observed as a holi-
day."
A Baby's Life Saved.
"My baby had eroup and was 'toyedby Shiloh's cure," write. Mrs.J. B. Mar-
tin, of Huntsville. Ala.-For sale by R.
C. Hardwick.
•
Prominent Citizen Paoses
Away After a Short IlIness.
SORROW IS GENERAL.
Pace Monday at the
Farney Burying Ground,
Hon, Cyrus M. Brown is dead. The
sad news spread rapidly over the city
and the large circles of the dead man's
friends and acquaintances were shock-
ed and maddened.
For years Mr. Brown had been. a
familiar figure on the streets of Hop-
pronituent in the political en,
cies of Southern Kentucky, and in
North Christian his name was ti house.
hold word. No citizen was better
known; few were more popular among
all classes of people. Nature had Le.
stowed nnueual favors on him. He was
big in body, in heart and ire brain. His
itecomplialuuente were varied and pro-
nounced. He had all the qualities that
au orator should poesess. His fluency
of gpoovh, well-traiutel yokel, a certain
perecuial magnetism, clearness of
thought and confidence in himself made
him much feared by any opponent on
the stump. He was a poet as well, and
si writer of no mean ability. He was a
socceeeful hueinetie man. fie knew hew
to make money and, what is better,
how to save it. Yet he was not penur-
ious ill any sense. lie diepensed chari-
ty with a liberal hand. IP) was e man
of genervite impulete end a wcui,44.);00.
wl.etever of human imperfectieus he
had and tiffanies of the flesh were well
balanced by his manliness, his stienlY
independence end his undoutbed fear-
!eve/leas. There was op Itypocreey
about him.
In 1844 Cyrus M. Brown was torn oil
Tenn two nide* South cif cruttou, tu
the Northern part of this county., Hie
fakherwas NItler Enoch A. Utteevii, a
minister of the Christian deneitilinthou.
Ili* mother was formerly Miss Sallie
Brasher. a woulaii of piety and many
Oat:elan virtues,. The itumediate au-
teeters of the lute! Cyrus Brow-n lived in
North Carolina. The boyhood days of
the dee-muted were pawned on his father's_
farm. He attended the schoole in the
neighborhood and when a young. man
studied At the cellege of k'riuctun, Ky
where he graduated. He Always show-
ed a foielueets for books and his uat oral
aptitude in this directiou is reepoLeible
for his superior education.
In 1880, Mr. Brown was elected by a
large majority to the office of sheriff of
Christian county and was melee Oel for
the succeeding tchu. lu Doe he was
elected circuit clerk of this comity, stew.
lug eia pare in that rapacity.
Last year he was elected a Represen-
tative In the General Assembly of Ken-
tucky. He was ree-ognized as one of
the most influential of the Repuhlicau
leaders tit the House- The Several
!speeches he meths were widely quoted
and heftily a fifty passed that he was
not interviewed by the reporters of the
large newspapers of the State. He
placed in nonnnation Bleuford for
speaker, and the effect of the speech was
electrical. Nothing like it Med before
been heard in the House, and the ad-
dread was published in hum:reds of
papers. In eommeuting 011 this spetl'h
tine of theleouisyille dailiee said : "Hon
Cy. litowu, of Christian, in an eloquent
speech amid applause, nominated Hon.
Chas. Blanford for speaker. Col.
Brown, in closing, staniped himself the
orator of the Republican side. The ap-
plause that followed lasted fully five
minutes. Even if Mr. Blauford hadn't
been a winner already, Brown's
speech would have made other nomina-
tions useless."
Mr. Brown went to Frankfort with
clear ideas of the work he wished to
accomplish. He thought that the first
thing to learn Was how much the State
owed; how tuuch was in the Treasury,
and then he expet•ted to introduce a bill
to raise the tax rate high enough to pay
the defieit. He was in favor of amend-
beg the law on the subject of larceny,
so as to make all thefts of property
worth $100 petit larceny, thus giving
the county judges power to try all euch
eases, lie thought, if guilty, these
eriminals should be fined and imprisoned
and sent to the county work house.
This, he thought, would save jailer's
fees, hese!' the number of couch tee in
the penitentiaree and enable each county
to realize a handsome suin front the la-
bor of men who otherwise would be idle
in the State prison. Ile also wanted
the Legislature to appropriate- $1,000,•
000 to build a new State capital. He
was in favor of abolishing the State
Board of F'efnalizatiou ; paesing a law
protecting the birds of Kentucky for at
tenet two years ; giving to each Circuit
Judge the right to select a fore-man of
the- grand jury and a clerk, if the Jury
Commiesioner should fail to select well
qualified men for the places.
Mr. Brown's dimes, which neulted
in his death, was only of a week's dura-
tion. He died of dysentery about eleven
uns'e-1oet.k Sun. night at his room on Courtt n,(
Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock the re-
mains were taken to the family burial
grounds, near Crofton, where they
were interred.
Backe'''. Arnica Save.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruise., Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Soren, 'fetter, Chaps ad Halide
Chilblains, Cores and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
pa-re-et natisfacion or money refunded.
Prife 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Hopkinsville Ky.
of all who knew her.
The many noble traits of her charac-
ter were cheerfully displayed at all
t
The sad death of this bright and lov-
able girl has cult a gloom over the entire
community, but God knew best and he
alone can comfort the surviving onte
l Our dear little friend was stricken downiti the halcyon days of her youth, justl as she was budding into pure and noble
womanhood.
She was the pride of her family and ajewel amongeft Lott of synipathiniiig
friends. Grieve not dear parent., it is
true we miss her sweet smiles and
cheerful voice, but oh ! blessed assur-
ance!, we know that she is only on the
other side smiling her sunny smiles
with those who dwell in that bright and
celestial home.
There waa a short and impressive ser-
vice at the grave conducted by Revs
Notizie and Mitchell, and "Nearer My
God to Thee," was beautifully rendered
at the close. Interment at Hopewell
Cemetery.
Leora has gone to live with angels,
God has claimed her for his own
And we trust to meet our loved one
In that bright and blissful home.
I am 87 years old and have used about
all of the cough and lung remedies that
have been sold during my life; and for
the benefit of the suffering, I will say
that I have never used any remedy
equal to Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar- Honey. It
gives quick acid permanent relief in
grippe, as well as other coughs. Wekeep it in our house all the time and
would not be without it.
Mu.. M. A. MeicAere,
1004 South Fourth street, Paducah, Ky.
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick,.
Assignment at Clarksville.
Robert Mainhart, a dealer in dry
goods at Clarkeville, filed an assignment*
Seturday night after the closing of the
court, appointing David j3lut,eh, of the
store, and R. D. Mefiely, cashier of the
Furst National bank, assignees. Assets
consist of stock of about $10,000 and
about $2,000 worth of new amounts.
The liabilities, due mainly to Eastern
firms, are about $9,000. A failure to
meet Eastern obligatiON eimoed the ma'
mignme.34.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" far Rhetunatima and
Neuralgia radically curt* in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the eyefem is remarkable
and myeterous. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately dis-
appears. The first dose green° benefits;75 cents- Sold by It. V. Hardwick Drug'
gist Ifopkinsville.
Vie Cerulean Weddiag.
Of the pretty wedding solemnized at
Cerulean Springs last week, the Fier-
epee, Ala., Times says: "Mr. D. E.
Wesson left on Monday lest for Ceru-
lean Springs, Ky., where he was happi-
ly married on Wednesday to Miss Annie
Iloodenpyle, one of the fairest of Ken-
tucky's daughters. They arrived in
Sweetwater on '1 hursday at 1:30 p. m.,
awl enjoyed a nice wedding dinner at
the Hindman' Hotel. Mr. Wesson is
one of the tuo-t popular gentlemen in
Sweetwater, having a host of friends
here who wirli feet him and his charm-
ing hritie a lung, happy mud prosperous
life.
Don't let sees on persuade you to take
anything else instead of Simmons Liver
Regulator. Some merchants will try to
do this but not for your goods. They do
it to make a little mere profit on some-
thing which is of an inferior quality,
though you must pay just we much for
the bad as for the good. Be sure to take
Simmons Liver Regulator and nothing
else. Look for the Red Z on every
package.
-For sale be R. C. Hardwick
A Cutting Scrape.
Meses Lewis was walking with a
woman on S:venth strett, near the L.
& N. depot Saturday afternoon about
five o'clock. William Ware slipped up
behind the couple and said: 
-You are
walking with, my wife."
Before Lewis had time to defend him-
self Ware lied jerked a ahartebladed
knife down his head. The skin on
Lewis' skull was cut open, the shoulders
badly slashed and a wound was made
iu his side.' He picked up a rock and
knocked Ware down with it. The lat-
ter jumped to his feet and again rushed
towards Lewis, who pulled out a knife
and stabbed him in the breast. Both
men were badly hurt but neither
fatally. All the parties intermit-al in
the cutting affray are colored.
I heard of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar Honey
being for sale at the store of Messrs..
Gann, Burnett di Co., Grantsburg. Ilia.,
and seeing many recommendations
from different persons, of its wonderful
valuable merits, I thought I would try
a bottle. I have been seriously affected
for 25 years with a cough aud pains in
my side and breast that were causing
me a inieerfible life. I spent hundreds
of dollars with doctors and for medicine,
but everything failed until I tried this
wonderful remedy. It beats the world
and has saved my life. I recommend
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey to everybody
with weak lunge. It is a great Stlee#141,.
Sold by all eiruggiste. J. B. Reoszte.,
Grautsburg,
-For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
Good Said of the Dead.
The, Cadiz Telephone says of the late
Mark Jones, of this county:
e) Ile was born 75 years ago in the Weil-
Ionia neighborhood, haul been a zealous
Christian for many ye-are, having united
with the Baptist Church fifty years ago,
and at the time of hie death was a even-
tier of the Locust Glee, Church, and
the ground upon wl.ich this house stood
as well estitts predecessor, was donated
by him. "lie was also a member of the
Masonic fraternity. By his first wife,
Mrs. Faulkner, he had six children, but
none by Ins present wife, Mrs. Susan
Wallis, a sister of Judge J. E. Kelly,
and mother of Mr. 1', J. Wall, of Hop-
kinsville. The funeral was preached
by Elder A. W. Meacham, and the in-
tenneitt took place in the family bury-
ing ground. Mr. Jones was noted f?l•
hie benevolent dispeeition end for a long
life spent he pc-ace and kindness to.
ward his neighbors, and hence,
death is the occasion of profound sor-
row.
In Memoriam.
Died July 31st, 1596, Leone Parker,
oldest daughter of Mr. tuid Mrs. A. It.
Parker. uged 17 years.
From early chilillusel she w is a fa.
vorite with all her family at d relatives
and her desire's and ability to be agree-
able and useful won the admiration and
• Advertising Law Needed.
A striking example showing the neces-
sity for prs per advert i.ing laws in Ken-
tucky is cited by the- Flemingsburg Ga-
zette, which says:
"While wandering about in the- high-
ways and byways one day recently we
cane- across a notice upon a wall in an
obscure place which would scarcely at-
tract the attention of any person, yet it
wart vastly important to at least one
poor colonel widow. It was a notice to
the effect that the widow's property
was to be sold by the Sheriff on a certain
date to 'satisfy a judgenent of tio against
hie for a surety bond to whi-le she heel
subscribed her name. The preperty to
be &del is said to be worth about $1 .1st,,
yet it is to be sold, positively, to satisfy
a $60 claim, and the chances are that
there will wit Is- over three- or four per-
sons who will know that the pude ever
took place. In other words, the- poor
womaten property is likely to be bid in
by la 
 
speculator for little- or nothing
• bee: U 110 IlUyerli are press-:it to
bid swilled laitn, and the prop-rty tuned
be sold even if it only brings the remount
of the $60 judgment. This is another
iiietance which illustrates the lack of
proper advertising -laws in Kentucky."
NEIGHBORING TOWNS globe. And now comes the Londoll
• Finaneiul News with the positive state-
ment that fire sliver coinage by the
United States, acting independently,
will multiply its trade beyond concep-
tion and isolate Great Britain so far as
concerns the silver countries.
It is needless to say, of course, that
the Post does not inteud to surrender its
convictions at the 11111tallt-r of a British
newspaper. The Poet, however, believes
in a fair and Impartial discussion of
public questions, and we- therefore re-
produce this rather unexpected utter-
ance as a contribution to the controver.
sy-a contribution, by the way, from a
source hitherto regarded as of high ae-
thority.-[Waghington Poet.
Some Stories From Several
Near-by Cities.
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
What Newspaper lea of This lisetiolt Not to
Write About.
J. H. Rogers, a tobacco planter at the
month of Little Rives, says he killed no
less than a tboualind tobacco flies with
half
-ounce of cobalt, which he placed in
gympeon blossoms which grew about
the tobaceo patch, says the Cadiz Tele-
phone. Re thinks thinks thm experi-
ment wasnquivalent to the destruction
of many thousand tobacco worms.
There is more complaint of the to-
bacco wortn this year than has been
known in many years. The complaint
is not confined to any one locality but
lieems to be general. A number of
farmers coming to town with the last
few days neport the plague to be as bad
as represented and on the increase. It
is feared that a very great proportion of
the crop 016 eounty will be destroy-
ed. it is distreesing in the extreme for
a man to tie forced to stand surrounded
by a magnificent field of tobacco and
behold with his own eyea the gradual
destruction of the result of his hard tole
and be powerless to protect himself.-
Rendersoa Gleaner.
(inc bleated compensation for the loss
of our beloired base ball team will be the
relief fromthe never
-failing "chewing
of the mg"! by :the local fans, whose
faithful mouthpiece is the irrepressible
ball reporter, whenever the local club
met defea‘. For this, many thanks.
Now with 4 cold wave we would be en-
tirely hapt4e-0weusboro Messenger.
Every man in South Logan who wants
employment MX get it. Farmers are in
town everyday looking for hands and
offering liberal prices. Still we have a
class in this town of both colors, and we
suppose every town has them, who
though they are without visible means
of support refuse all offers of enrploy-
went and are content to loaf around the
streeta. Hew they get their living none
can tell. We can only surmise that it
is not gone* honestly. (Par ray father,
are taking mins to teituree the vagrant
law, and it t. the wish of every good
einem that this town will be speedily
made too ho, for idlers and crap Moot-
ers.-Adairrille &MUM
liunday night slot of masked men
went to the house of Will Orr, about
eight miles North of Marion, and called
for a man named Martin, who was at
Orr's; the Mob told (in- that it had
come for Martin and proposed to have
him ever if the door had to be broken
down, according to the Crittenden
Prem. They took the object of their
wrath some distance from the house;
tied him to a tree and unmercifully boat
him, and then told him to leave the
county or he would suffer a still worse
fate. He went tel the Ohio river below
Ford's Ferry and begged a luau to ferry
him over.
So fat as has been learned no reasons
ere offered for the outrage.
More troUble is anticipated and
trouble of even a more serious nature.
It is rumored that there are factions,
and that one of them proposes to avenge
the assault on Marvin.
The manager of a threatrical company
at Paducah went to the News office to
wallow the editor on account of an ob-
jectionable article. A policeman at-
tempted to prevent the whipping and
was given a black eye and sore head by
the irate theatrical man.
1h4 Ideal Femmes.
James L. Firancis, Aldermaii,Chieago.
says: "I regard Pr. King's New DIPICOT-
ery as an Weld Panacea for certerlueeolds
and lung compleinee, having used it in
my (entity for the last five- years, to the
exclusion of Physician's prescriptions or
other prepanetions."
Rev. John Burgus, Keokuk Iowa,
writes: "I heve bee.0 s minister of the
Methodist Eiseopal Church for 54) years
or neon-, eund have never found anything
so benetieie4 or that gave me such
speedy relief as Dr. King's New Discov-
ery." Try this ideal cough remedy
now. Trial bottles free at R. C. Hard-
wick's drug store.
eirniaceast Talk In England.
We believe 'that the London Financial
News is regarded as an authority on
both sides of the Atlantic, and yet is
saying strangi3 things just now about the
free silver mcieement in this country:
"There is a plain moral in the remark
that if the United States would venture
to cut herself 'adrift from Europe and
take outright to silver she would have
all America and Asia at her back and
the command of the merle te of both
countries. The barrier of gold would
be more fatal than any barrier of a cos-
tom-house The bond of silver would be
stronger than the bond of free trade.
There can be ho doubt about it that if
the United Stites were to adopt a silver
basis to-newsier British trade would be
ruined before the year was out. Every
American woald be protected, not only
at hone- but in every other market. Of
counts! the United States would suffer
to a certain einem through having to
pay her obligations abroad in gold, but
the loss of eachange under this Insd
would Ice a mare drop in the bucket as
eompared le the profit to be reaped from
the markets of South America and Asia,
to say nothing'. ollEumpe. The marvel
is that the United States have not long
ago eeized the Opportunity. It has been
a piece of luck that it has never oecur-
nsi to the Americans to scoop us out of
the world's markets by going on a sil-
ver basis, and lt might %el Ve‘ us right
if, irritated by the contemptible apathy
of our government toward the silver
problem, the Americans retaliated by
freezing out gild. It could be easily
done," •
We have beard the prophecy before..
It has been made by more than one
prominent Ennopean writer on flnapee.
Morton Frewen has insisted for a long
time that the ll'inted States was blind
to its own interests in hesitating to
adopt free silver coinage and then enter
into a commential union with Asia and
South America, He has always insisted
that under such an arrangement the eV.-
ver countries or the world, while they
might 'tell toi:tiglann, would do all
their buying here. Professor Ahrent,
the great Gentians' authority, has also
argued that the United States, if fol-
lowed Icy tierniany, Belgium and Italy
-as he thinks It would be, sooner or la.
ter--could throngh the nusdinin of free
silver coinage ahnoet destroy England's
foreign trade. ; He has been extensively
quoted by the gold men, but chiefly as
to the diffivalty, in his opinion, of
our acting alone. Ile luta invari•
ably P41141 that a concert of
action ameng the nations,
named above Would give them control
of commeree in every quarter of the
Another Frankenstein.
The bugaboo of theChicage eon v enton
which the Republicans created for cam-
paign purposes not only declines to do
its work but is creating consternation
among its creditors.
We have been told in the most lurid
language, printed in all kinds of type,
that the Chicago convention repr.s.eut-
ed Herr Most and his beer-and-bomb
party. Most was depicted as -the hid-
den power that worked the machinery
of the convention, and fearful pictur.s
of the wrecking of the country by an
alliance of Altgeld. Tillman and Most
were drawn.
Now comes Herr Most and blows up
the plot with a bomb from his jaw fac-
tory. He denounces the Chicago as-
semblage as a pack of fools who do not
know what is good for the country, be-
cause they declared against the gold
standard, which is his pet doctrine. He
asserts that he is as good a gold man as
al y banker in Wall street.
It is a sad tragedy, this hoist of a Re-
publican bugaboo by its own petard. It
is another Frankenstein case-the hors
rid creature 'haunts its maker.-84.
Louis feepublic.
JUDGE J. B. ESTES DEAD
Death Occurred at the Home of Hie
Daughter is Gathrie.
Information has been received from
Guthrie that Judge J. B. Estes died
there last Friday after a short illness.
The deceased was well known
throughout Southern Kentucky. He
was one of the oldest and most influen-
tial citiaen of Adairville, and WM City
Judge of that town for a number of
years.
The remains were taken to Adairville
for interment.
CROSS WANTS $5000 DAMAGES.
Former Hopkineville Citizen Brings
Cuit in Henderson,
Mr. John L. Cross, formerly of this
city, and largely acquainted in this seo-
Lion of the State, has brought snit for
$5.000 damages against the Electrical
Installation Co , of Chicago.
This company is constructing an elec-
tric light plant in the city of Henderson
where Mr. Cross now lives. While the
defendant WAS on his way home one
night he fell over an obstruction placed
by this company on the sidewalk, and
his leg was badly injured. It is said he
has a good case_
It May da as Math for Tea.
Mr. Fred Miller, of Irving, UL, writes
3hat he had a severe kielney trouble for
many years. with severe'pains in his
back and also that his bladder was affee-
ted. He tried many so called kidney
cures but without any good result.
About a year ago he began the use of
Electric Bitters and found relief at
once. Electric bitters is especially
adapted to cure all kidney and liver
troubles and often gives almost instant
relief. One trial will prove our state-
ment. Price only 50c at C. Hard-
wick's drug store.
arms CALHOUN GOES FREE.
A Medical Expert Finds No Trees. of
Poison.
NEW ERA readers will remember that
a few weeks ago Ricks Calhoun, a Trigg
county farmer, was arrested and put in
jail, charged with poisoning his wife.
An examining trial was held at Cadiz
this week On calling the case the
County Attorney entered a nolle promqsi
stating that the chemist, to whom the
stomach of the deceased woman was ra-
ferred for analysis, had reported that he
found no trace of poison whatever in
the part analyzed by him, and cocas
quently the evidence was not sufficient
to justify a further prosecution of the
charges.
Calhoun stands acquitted and was re-
leased from custody.
GOOD EXERCISES ARRANGED.
Program for Circle Meeting at Olivet
Aug. 29th and 30th, 11196.
The following is the program for the
Mt. Olivet circle meeting:
1st Purpose, importaeoe and method
of church discipline-I. F. Garnett, Ed
Garrott, jr., and Walker Flemming.
2nd S vurity of believers-W. H.
Vaughan.
3rd Relation of Christianity to busi-
ness life-Ed R. Bogard, F. M. Quarles,
C. E. Perryman,
4th Obligation of the church to the
community and to toe world-S. J.
Lowry, C. D. Bell, E. C. Radford.
5t13 Should the churches look solely
to the deacons tic conduct their financial
matters-Winston Henry, J. I. Clardy.
6th Can we afford to neglect the
foreign field, though our home work is
RO prestong-Claude S. Bradshaw, E. J.
Murphey,
7th Sermon-E, C. Perryman.
All friemig to missions are invited to
take part in this meeting.
J. F. GARNETT, Vice Pres.
Capt. Sweeney, U. S. A.,
San Diego, Cal., says: "Shiloh's Ca-
tarrh Remedy is the first medicine I
have ever found that would do me any
good." Price 50c.-For sale by R. C.
Hardwick.
FELT HIS OWN PULSE AND DIED.
A Peculiar Circumstance Attending the
Death of • Wallonis Citizen
The death of Mr. S. J. Watkins,
whose strange &Metier' was mentioned
by your correspondent from Dawson re-
ins:Wee from the Wallonia vicinity one
of its best and most honored citizens.
Mr. Watkins was attacked by a very
'orange form of yellow jaundice that in
June last turned his flesh a very dark
color, and, as stated by your correspon-
dent, was fully as black as a negro.
Mr. Watkins was surrounded by hie
whole family when he died, and allowed
thorough eoneciousnese to the last.
011e ill the r00111 supposing he was
unconscious remarked that he was dy-
ing, when calmly Mr. Watkins reified
himself. felt his own pulse and crossing
his ants peacefully sank into his last
, slumber.
I The esteem in which he was held by
his neighbors with fully attested by the
large crewri that attended has
which took place at the Watkins burial
ground, near Walls:AL fbelo
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The fact that the manufacturers,
bankers and corporations are all for Mc-
Kinley for the Presidency ought to be
minden& to show the -plain people,''
the masses . who toil for their daily
bread, that they should vote for Bryan,
as the interest of the capitalists and
those of the people are diametrically
opposed, and the man whose election
would serve the interests of the capital-
ists would, generally speaking, be a bad
man for the people at large.
Mr. 0. C. Thomaa,of Garland, Texas.,
writing in the Thrice-a-WeekNew York
World says • • •Focir years ago the gold
standard men were in the majority at
Chicago, and they whipped us. We
cheerfully bowed to the will of the ma-
jority, and- loyally supported the ticket.
Now the conditions are reversed—we
have whipped you and whipped you
fair. In the name of "all that is decent.
why don't you come in like good Demo-
errata and take your maiicine?"
The Republicene of Michigan have
gotten slightly mixed on the financial
issue. In their State convention held a
few days ago they indorsed the St
Louis gold bug platform, and then a few
hours later nominated H. M. Pingree,
hafree silver Republican, for Governor.
- -or-Pingree is well-known because of a plan
he started some years ago, while Mayor
of Detroit, to grow potatoes on vacant
Iota for the benefit of the unemployed.
This plan was a success in Detroit and
has also been adopted by other cities.
Mr. M. F. Noonan, who was a gold
delegate from Minnesota to the Chiea-
go convention says: "I was an anti-
1.-es sliver delegate and voted for the
minority report and for Mr., Hill for
temporary chairman.. I 'deb voted for
Mr. Patterson, of Pennsylvania, on tht
tirst ballot, but the gold men refused to
support him. I then voted for Mr. Bry-
an from the second to the fifth and last
ballot. We were beaten fair and square,
and by as patriotic and earnest a lot of
men as eyer congregated together, and
no loyal Democrat should bolt the tick-
Mr. McKinley, in a recent speech at
Canton. 0 , said: "We are all ready
and anxious to get back to the period of
1492, when this country was enjoying
its highest prosperitye' From this state-
ment it appears Aim Mr. McKinley
either has a very bad memory or elm
thought the people who heard him had,
as everybody remembers that 1892 was
not a prosperous year by any means.
There were in that year, according to
Bustistreet, business failures to the ex-
tent of $114.00o,o0. The official report
of the United States Labor Bureau
shows that ther•• were in that same year
1,298 strikes, nearly all against wage re-
&totems. and 716 lockouts, including
that at the Carnegie works at Home-
stead, of workers who would not accept
lower wages.
While Bourke Cockran is advising
gold Democrats; to vote for McKinley he
ought to tell them M: tl at McKinley has
done for the gold cause in the past.
Every time McKinley has voted on a
question where the two metals were
concerned he has always voted in favor
of the silver He might also remind
them that McKinley tried his best to
get the St. Louis convention to straddle
instead of coining out for the gold stan-
dard. McKinley is a great gold man !
He will advocate anything to gain a
few votes. Through the South and
Wait his managers are sending out lit-
erature that would make it appear that
In is a silver man, while throughout the
East they send out copies of the gold
bug platferm and tell the voters that he
*Lands squarely on that.
DOtall anybody suppose that the syndi-
cate of protected manufacturers is fur-
uiehing unmense corruption funds for
She Republican campaign merely for
the fun of the thing? The syndicate is
putting up money for the McKinley
campaign j4st as it would put money
Into any other !tort of a speculation, in•
bending to reap a rich harvest if the
venture is suereaeful, if McKinley lit
elected. The more fact that this gyudi.
cote paid 1118,000 worth ,of debts for
if el( witty . then put up more money and
bought the Republican Presidential
nomination for him, and is now furnish.
iug tremendous sums of money for his
campaign ought to be sufficient to cause
any man who loves his country to do
all in his power to prevent the election
of McKinley, as any intelligent man
knows that this syndicate would not
have done these things unless it had as-
saininees that it would be rewarded in
cam et mecess.
It is mid that one of the featured of
the preeenteampaign will bean attempt
on time part of the Hanna syndicate to
coerce the workers of the United States
into voting the Republican ticket. The
syndicate is already busily engaged in
selecting the agents to whom the task
is to be intrusted. The railroad comps-
nit* are sending out circulars to their
employes, urging them to work for and
vote for McKinley and Hobart. The of-
ficials of the companies declare that the
empkryes mast be educated. Mr. Ar-
• moan of Chicago, has gone to the ex-
tent of paying hie men in Mexican dol-
lar', in as to furnieh theni with an ob-
lect lemon in the science of finance and
to demonstrate the bletanntre of McKin-
leyiem and the gold standard. Several
manufacturers have followed the exam-
ple. The brazen attempt to deceive and
coerce the workers of the United States
will meet with abject failure. It will
arouse the anger of every honest voter
in the oruntry. The workingmen and
employes in general will resent with in-
dignation the effort to control their po
lineal conscience. Armour and the
oher agents of the Hanna syndicate
have supplied the Democratic party with •
a new and valuable rallying cry—No
Coercion !
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ASSESSING WAGE-EARNERS. , TANNER
It has always been the CLIstolll of th,•
Republican party to levy isssessments
on the wage-earners in all sorts of con-
cerns in the North, and this sort of busi-
ness has already begun for the cam-
paigu just opening. In the office of the
Jones & Laughlin iron plant at Brown-
town, Pa. ,has been posted the following
notice:
All those in favor of sound money
and desirous of getting an honest dollar
for their day a work will, of their own
free will and accord, subecribe $1 (one
dollar) to the campaign fund of the Re-
publican National Committee."
This plant employs three thousand
men. B. F. Ames, the senior member
of the tiros, was the Chairman of the
Republican Fational Committee iii
1884, and he understands thoroughly
how to get money out of the laborers of
the country This is said to be the first
move that has been made to assess the
wage-earners in the present campaign.
Everyone of the three thousand men
employed by this concern knows full
well what that notice means. They
know that while the notice says "of
their own free will and ac-cord," those
of them who do not walk up to the desk
and hand in their dollars or who do not
leave their dollars in the hands of the
"boas" on par-day will soon be without
• place. The "free will and accord" is
simply put in for the benefit of the pub-
nc or to prevent the members of the
firm from laying themselves liable to
some State law that may apply to the
retaining of any part of a mate's wages
for political purposes.
The Republican campaign managers
do not usually assess the wage-earners
until late in the campaign, and the fact
that they have grown desperate and de-
termined that every dollar that they can
rake and scrape will soon be necessary
to prevent a stampede to the free silver
ranks. The committee will probably
make more than one assessment on each
industry in the North and East this
year.
This is oppression pure and simple,
and yet these very men who are in the
habit of doing this thing every yearand
who also notify their employes that all
of them who vote the Democratic ticket
will be discharged are the same men
who are in the habit of howling over
every election in the South because, as
they allege the negro is not treated
fairly, ia not allowed to vote as he
wants to. These are the same fellows
who want Force Bills for the South se -
that the -'poor negro" may be able to
vote his sentiments, yet they not only
take the hard earned money out of the
pockets of their laborers, but . threaten
to discharge them for voting as they
please—proVided they please to vote any
but the Republican ticket. No such out-
rages are perpetrated in the South, as
all well-informed men know.
There is not a single State in the
South where the negroes are not freer
from oppreasion than are the white la-
borers of the North an East.
A large majority of the Democratic
newspapers that have announced that
they will not snpport Bryan and Sewall
have done so because they could not
help themselves, as they belong to the
monied powers of the East through large
mortgagee held on them. That's the
whole matter in a nutshell. In many
(118Ps the editors and proprietors of these
papers would willingly support Mr.
Bryan if sbey dared do so, but they
have been aotified by the Eastern capi-
talists, to whom their plants are mort-
gaged, that if they advocate Mr. Bryan
and the silver cause the mortgagee will
at once be foreclosed. 'These men have
the alternative presented of fighting for
the gold standard or being closed up
and thrower out of business. Some of
these bolting papers are owned out and
out by Eastern capitalists who started
them simply for the purpose of advocat-
ing the single gold standard. Then
there are others that are independent
and could support the ticket if they de-
sired to, bat they have simply sold out,
agreed for a stipulated sum of money to
support McKinley, protection and the
gold standard.
It will be remembered that Senator
Hill addressing the United States Sen-
ate on May 2nd, 1896, in reply to an as-
sault made by Tillman, said: "Sir, no
matter what may be in store for us in
the next campaign—come victory or de-
feat, come sunshine or shadow, come
weal or woe—there Is where I will be
found again in behalf of whoever may
be the Democratic candidate and what-
ever may be the national Democratic
platform in the campaign. J. do not ex-
pect to have my Democracy strained in
so doing. I have confidence in the wis-
dom of the Democratic party. Mr.
President, considerable has been said by
the Senator from South Carolina upon
the principles of Jefferson, Jackson and
Lincoln. One of the principles enunci-
ated by Mr. Jefferson in his first inaug-
ural address' was that the will of the
majority should be observed. Jackson
followed the game precept." In view
of these words it is hard to understand
why many newspapers should be specu-
lating as to what Senator Hill is going
to do in the present campaign.
Hon. Ferdinand Winter, one of the
ablest la,yers in Indiana, and who used
to be a pairtner of es-President Harri-
son, has Made a close study of the fluari•
cial question, and although a life-time
Republican, he has come out on the side
of free silver and will support Bryan
and Sewall. He says that this country
need not wait for others to deelare for
silver, but should at once adopt the bi-
metallic standard. He feels nitisfied
that all Europe will soon follow in the
footsteps of the United States. Mr.
Winter will make a number of free sil-
ver speeches during the campaign. He
is a member of the firm of Miller, Win-
ter & Elam, successors to Harrison,
Miller & Winter, of Indianapolis.
The Secretary of the Treasury has just
sent out from his Department a report
on the United States bond', paper cur-
rency, coin, production of precious met-
als, etc. The report shows that on July
1st, 1896, the stock of geld in the coon-
try amounted to $600,100,000; 'etock of
silver, $025,600,000; uncovered paper,
$883,300,000; making a total of $1,609,-
000,000. The per capita is shown to be:
gold, $8.41; silver, $8e 77; paper, $5.37;
making the total per capita $22.75,
which is $1.77 greater than that of Great
Britain, and which is only exceeded by
France, Belgium, Portugal, the Nether-
lands and Aastralia. In France the per
capita is 06:47, of which $$2.19 is gold,
$12.94 silver and $0.84 paper.
The Republican campaign committee
has begun to amens the wage-earners of
the North and East earlier this year
than they usually do. They probably
realize the fact that every laboring man
who studies the currency question In re-
lation to his own wages will come over
to the free silver ode, and that being
the case they want to get his money
now while be may be undecided.
Nowadays when women are trying to
do everything it is not strange that
many things are over-done. It is not
strange that there are all kinds of phy-
sical and mental disturbances. If the
woman who is a doctor, or a lawyer, or
a journalist, or in business would not
try to be a society woman too it might
be different; but the woman who knows
when she has done a day's work has yet
to be bora. Usually a woman's way i.e
to keep doing ,until she drops. Work-
ing in this way has manifold evils. The
moot common trouble resulting from
aver-exertion, either mentally or physi-
cally, is oonstipation of the bowels, with
all its attendant horror".
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
most effectual remedy in the market.
They work upon the system easily, nat-
urally There Is no unpleasant nausea
after taking them. No griping—no
pain—no discomfort. They are com-
posed of materials that go through the
system gradually, collecting all impuri-
ties and, like the good little servants
that they are, disposing of them effectu-
ally,
GAVE IT UP.
Dr. Clardy Nominated With-
out Opposition.
BY A VIVA VOICE VOTE.
The Madisonville Convention Did Consider-
able Work of Interest.
Dr. John D. Clardy was nominated
for Congress at Madisonville Monday
by an unanimous vote. Mr. L. P. Tur-
ner's name was not presented in the
convention.
The convention was called to order
shortly after the noon hour. A tem-
porary organization was effected by the
election of W. D. Orr, of Hopkins, as
Chairman, and C. C. Givens', of the
same county, WI Secretary,
The Credential Committee reported
that all the counties were represented.
The Organization Committee reported
Dr. C. C. Norman, of Hickman. for per-
manent Chairman, and C. C. Givens, of
Hopkins. for permanent Secretary.
Both reports were adopted.
Dr. Clardy was nominated by J. D.
Griffith, of Davie's county. The noun-
nation was seconded by George Pren-
tice, of Union; W. D. Orr, of Hopkins;
L. B. Henry, of Webster, and George
W. Hickman, of Calhoun. Mr. Hick-
man is a law partner of L. P. Tanner,
who was Dr. Clardy's opponent for the
nomination. He made a graceful
speech. He dated that Mr. Tanner
was unable to be present at the conveh-
tion owing to the illness of a daughter,
and that he did not wish his name pre-
sented as a candidate for the nomina-
tion. Mr. Hickman moved that the
nomination of Dr. Clardy be made
unanimous. This was duly seconded
and the vote taken amid much enthusi-
asm,
The Committee on Resolutions then
made its report, which was adopted.
The resolutions, in substance, indorsed
the Democratic platform and National
ticket, Dr. Clardy's Congressional rec-
ord, and called on all voters to rally to
the 'support of the party nominees.
J. D. Griffith, of Daviene, offered the
following resolution, which war.
adopted :
Rzeoevxo, That the Democracy of
the Second Congressional district in
convention assembled note with pleasure
the pressure being brought to bear upon
Hon. John Young Brown, a former citi-
zen of this district, to become a Demo-
cratic candidate for Congress in the
Fifth district of Kentucky, and we
heartily recommend him as a Statesman
of unquestioned ability and loyalty and
devotion to the principles of the party.
feeling assured that should he consent
to become the Democratic standard-
bearer that he will lead the party to a
triumphant victory in November.
The convention then adjourned.
MR. BRYAN NOTIFIED.
Twenty Thousand People
Witnessed the Ceremony.
TERRIBLE FLOODS.
Six People Drowned and a Number of Town;
Submerged Up in Pennsylvania.
A FATAL RAILROAD WRECK.
New York, Aug. 13.—Win. J. Bryan
and Arthur Sewall were last night form
ally notified of their nominations for-
the offices of President and Vice Presi-
dent, respectively, in the presence of
more than twenty thousand people at
Madison Square Garden in this city.
The notification speech was made by
Gov. Stone, of Missouri, and was replied
to by Mr. Bryan, whose voice- was
husky from having delivered so many
speeches while enroute from Lincoln to
New York. Mr. Bryan read his address
from manuscript, and it took him one
hour and fifty minutes. The speech
was more on the argumentative order
than was the one that he delivered at
the Chicago convention, and it was not
so much decorated with rhetorical flour-
ishes. It was a most excellent speech,
and was listened to with marked atten-
tion by the vast audience.
The first applause of the evening wilt
givan when at 8 o'clock Mrs. Bryan tie
tend the hall on the arm of Wm. P. St.
John, the ex-Prealthint of the Menem.
tile Hank of New York, and the Treas-
urer of the Democratic National Coin-
tuittee. Cheer after cheer went up
from the great audience as Mrs. Bryan
was escorted to a wet in the first box to
the right of the stage. She bowed
twice to the right and to the left before
taking her seat. The cheers in her
honor had hardly 'died out when her
husband entered the door, and the
cheering and shouting was begun and
continued for several minutes. Mr.
Bryan entered the hall leaning upon
the arm of Senator James K. Jimip, of
Arkansas, the chairman of the Demo-
cratic Nationel Committee. They were
accompanied by Mr. Arthur Sewall, the
Gladness Comes
IMith a better understanding of the
Y transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts—gentle efforts—pleasant efforts—
rightly directed. There is comfort iu
the knowledge. that no many forms of
sickness are not due to any actual dile
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed no highly by all
who value health. Its beneficial
effects are Art': d to the fact, that it is the
one remedy wheh promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of geed health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be commended to the most skill:u1
physicians, but if in need of a laxative,
one should have tne best, and with the
well-informed everywhere. Syrup of
Figs stands highest and is most largely
need and gives most me ue ra I satisfaction.
esuldidate for the Vice Presidency, Gov.
Stone, of Meaoari.
Bland, of Missouri,
Danforth.
There were 20,000 people in the build-
ing, and there was not a vacant seat,
and a number of people had to stand up
through the entire evening. The hall
was like a fiery furnace, but still the
people did not seem to care for that.
Mr. Bryan's address dealt almost en-
tirely with the financial haute Afterhe
had compli teed his speech, Mr. Arthur
St-wall, the candidate for the Vice Pres-
inency, spoke briefly and was heartily
cheered by the audience.
After the notification meeting Mr.
Bryan was driven to the Hotel Bar-
tholdi, where he spoke again, standine
on a bale ony with Mr. Sewall and Yrs.
Bryan, who shared with her husband
all the honors and attentions of the day.
e.his second audience he exhorted to
support the cause of free silver, and is as
one of the most effective open air
speeches he has made since his noun-
nation by the Chicago convention.
Forty thousand men, women and
children were on the outside of the
garden while the meeting was going on
within, and they were addressed by a
untidier of Democratic speakers.
Tein CARIPAI-13-11 COX—XITTEE.
Mr. Richard P.
and Mr. Elliott
Chairmen for This District Appointed
by Judge D. J. Nunn.
Judge D. J. Nunn, district member
of the State Campaign Committee of
the Democratic party, has appointed the
following county chairmen for :the Sec-
ond district:
Christian, W. E. Ragsdale.
Daviess, E. P. Millet.
Hancock, Dr. C. C. Norman.
Henderson, H. M. Stanley.
Hopkins, R. C. Tapp.
McLean, Dr. T. W. Cooper.
Union, A. T. Cinnamon.
Webster, L. B. Henry.
,
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PLUG
The umpire now .decides that
44 BATTLE AX" is not- only
. decidedly bigger in size than any
• other 5 cent piece of tobacco, but the
quality is the finest he ever saw, and
the flavor delicious. You will never
know just Sow good it is until
you try it.'
Weekly New Fra $1 per year.
WILL DO GOOD WORK. 1414
;.! fp.
A Bryan and Sewall Club
Formed Tuesday Night.
OVER FIVE HUNDRED.
The Meeting at the Courteous. Tuesday Night
Was Enthusiastic
The meeting of Democrats at the
court-house last night for the purpose of
forming a Bryan and Sewall Club was
well attended considering the weather
and several conflicting attractions.
Much enthusiasm was manifested.
The meeting was called to order by
George E. Gary. George V. Green was
elected temporary chairman and W. S.
Hale secretary. The object and intent
of the meeting was told in brief talks
by W. R. Howell and W. E. Ragsdale.
Judge T. J. Morrow made a strong
address urging that all Democrats sup-
port the nominees of the party. Mr C.
M. Meacham made a speech along the
!
same line. 
committee
oh 
motion the following 
n permanent organization of the
club ass named: Geo. E. Gary, T. J.
Morrow, James Higgins, Marshall
Foulke and F. Creushaw. The com-
mittee retired and after a short confer-
ence reported George V. Green for
president of the club, Walter S. Hale
for secretary and Jack S Han bery treas-
urer. This report was unanimously
adopted.
The mimeo' of five hundred and two
Democrats, who pledged themselves to
do all in their power to elect Bryan and
Sewall, were read by the secretary
On motion the following gentlemen
were appointed the poll the precincts of
the city: No. 1, J. D. Higgins and R.
M. Hurt; No. 2, W. A. Wilgus; No. 3,
Lucian Cravens and James West; No.
4, Buckner Leas-ell and A. M. Cooper.
The followieg committee at large wax
appointed. C. M. Meacham, Hunter
Wood, W. R. Howell and Geo. E. Gary.
After other business of minor impor-
tance the club adjourned to meet at the
court-house at eight o'clock to-night.
TO THE £16111:
I feel confident that I ran make it to your interest to buy Silts,
Drees Goods, Trimmings. Notioun Fancy Goods, Carpets, Hugs,
Abattoirs, Oil Cloths, &c FROM ME.
All my Spring and Summer Dress Coeds, and Trimmings
At Cost.
All my Silk Waist Patterns, Organdies. Lawn and Dimities
At Cost.
A lot of odds islet ends in Corsets at
Less Than Cost.
All my M, 11 Boys. Lathe*, Melees and (.'hildren's Shoes
AT COST.
All my $1 75, 2 00, 2 50 Ladies Shirt Waists for $1 00.
All of my $1 00, 1 25, I 50 Ladies Shirt Waists for 75c.
And to make long matter" shor I will save you money if you
will buy goods from me. RESPECTFULLY.
T. M. JONES.
1 
Whose Paints
Are the pest?
1 lei OURS4111
DAGG & RICHARDS
Lumber Planing- Mill:
SUB3CRIBE FOR. . .
The Daily New Era
Last of the season's Stupendous "MARK-DOWN"
SALE, commences
1 MONDAY, AUG.
Must close out all surplus stock, odds and ends, no matter what tin loss 171194t be!
For  10 Days Only.  
--iENDINC AUG, 29
=15xicesT7i11Attra.ct 3-eat 
Mark-Down*Sale of :
Woolen Dress Goods
54-inch Black figured Mohair; worth
worth $1, at . al eta
40-inch wide Figured all-wool Black
Goods, worth ts5c, at 50 eta
54-inch wide all-wool Brilliantine;
worth Mc, at . 50 cts
42-inch wide all-wool Black & White
and Gray Plaids; worth $1, at 55 cts
40-inch all-wool Black and White
Plaid Bergs-a; worth 50c, at .25 eta
4b-inch wide all-wool Silk Mixed
Plaids; very stylish for waists;
worth 75e, at ... 39 eta
45-inch wide all-wool Black and
Blue Serge.; worth 75c, at .. 4.8 cts
38-inch wide all-wool Serges; colors
in brown, black, wine and blue;
worth 50c,at 28 cts
40-inch wide all-wool Silk-finish
Henriettas; colors in mode,
green, drab and brown and tan
wine; worth 60c, at . 35 c*
36-inch wide all-wool Drees Flan-
nels; black, brown, green and
wine colors; worth 50e. at 25 cts
40-inch wide all-wool Albatros Cloth;
colors, mode, light blue, scarlet,
navy blue, heliotrope and cane-
nary; worth 50c, at. .. 25 eta
12 Patterns ie yards each) Novelty
Dress Suiting.; worth $3.50,
$4 50 and $6, at 00
33-inch wide Cream-colored Lusters;
worth 35e a yard, at .. eta
22-inch wide Nuneveiliuge; colors,
light blue, cream, pink and scar-
let: worth 15c, at . . 10 cts
24-inch wide all-wool Plaids and
Striped French Flannels; dark
colors; worth 35c, at . 18 eta
Wool Filling Poplins, plain and fig-
ured; worth 12.12c, at  5 eta
SILKS.
24-inch wide Figured Dark Ground
India Silk; worth 65c, at ... 25 coi
27-inch wide Persian Silk, latest de-
signs; worth 85c, at .. 89 (le
22-inch Solid Colon China Silk; all
colon; worth 50c, at  22 eta
Patterns Wash Silk, 6 yenta each;
per pattern • • $1 00
27-inch Swivel Milks, OW and fig.
ured; worth bOr, at  lUelim
Wash Goods
MUST t10 IN THIS SALE TU MAKE
ROOM.
33-1110i Priiiremi Duck", o.liite
groundr, figured and Wipe";
worth 12,2e, at. flit eta
Shirred Gingham, mostly waist
goods; worth lree, at.  7 eta
Dimities, worth 10e at  5 etc
Dimities, worth Iree at  8 eta
Dimities, worth lee ut 10 ets
Dimities, worth 20c at  14 cts
Dimities, worth 26c at  18 eta
Checked Nainsooks, 8 pieces only;
worth 12,i2 and 15c, at ..   10 eta
Dotted Swisses.
1214e quality now
20 and 15c quality now 
25 and 30e quality now 
40c quality now. .... .
5c Pieces Japan Crepe
worth Iree at  Sets
 8 eta
20 (Is
Ill co-
25 eta.
33-us. Wool-finish Plaids, just the thing
for school drooled; worth Irec,
at  7 co
Wash Dress Goods.
Zephyr Gingham; worth tree, at 5 eta
Genuine Scotch Ginghams; worth
25c, at 10 etc
Apron Cheek Ginghams; worth Sc,
at  Sets
Drees Ginghams; worth Sc, at..   4 eta
Midsummer Muslin.
30-inch Woven Dot Swiss; black,
'heliotrope and scarlet; worth
20e, at 10 cts
32 inches wide Nonpareil Jacko-
sae netta, Persian effects; worth 20
cts, at 10 eta
Atayrian Dimities; worth 2(5', at 10 eta
32-inch Muslim, imported organdy
effects, at,  el eta3
Amazon Dimities; worth 12lic at teseta
Vidette Batist.. ; worth 9 eta, at....6 eta
Scotch Lawn,; worth he, at 5 eta
Mother Hubbard Lawns at 8 eta
Bengal navy blue figured Lawn;
worth 12c, at  bi3 ets
Turkey Red Mwilin, black figure;
worth 12,2e. at 8 eta
immor 
7 I -2 Cts
For Heavy Wool Finished Dress Plaids
for Waists; worth 12,2c.
Outing Cloth, worth 10e, at 5 eta
All-wool Caseimeres for Boys' Pants,
worth 75c, at  48 eta
Drapery Twills, worth 12,2c at....8I 3 eta
Golden Draperies, worth 20c at...121e eta
Don't make a mistake
and miss the place.
s.4
Staple Goods,
Domestics and ORO
63 cts
For 10 yards Masonville, Lonsdale or
Fruit Bleached Muslims.
59 ct3
For 10 yards Hope Soft-finished Bleach-
ed-5e en.
45 cts
For 10 yds Good Brown Sea Llaud.-4:c
58 cts
For 10 yards Heaviest Brown
"Great Western.' —etee
$1.15
For 10 yards 16-4 Brown
equal to Pepperel.-1.5e
89 cts
For 5 yards Pepperell 10-1
Sheeting.-89e
88 cts
Domestic;
Sheeting ;
Bleached
5 yards "Ps-qua" Extra 10- Heavy 
161/2 cts
For Table Oil Cloth; Nat quality, a•on
stick.
41/2
 
cts
For Good Uuleached Canton Flannel.
15 cts
For Extra Heavy double and twisted
Cottonadee. Sold all summer at 25 cts.
5 cts a yd
For Good Heavy Straw Ticking.
15 cts a yd
For best Comet eieia Bed Ticking'.
8 1-3 cts a yd
Broad Red and lilac Stripe Tieltinge.
JEANS.
Iii etc ii yard for ivied Cotten Jeuils.
IS et11 11 yard for good W001 Jenliel.
35 cts u yard for best quality Wool Fil-
ling Jeans, worth 3e and 40 eta
 
WIRD
100 Wool Skirt Patterns,
last season's goods; worth
$1 and $1.25, only 69c.
4 cts a yd
For good round thread Cotton Checks
and Stripes, for dresses, aprons and
shirts; worth 6e, cte.
614 cts a yd
For Best Heavy Cotton Plaids and
Checks.
Now is the Time
To Buy Flannels.
Good White Flannels Ire eta.
All-Wool 'White Flannels, 18 to 25 cents
All-Wool Grey and Blue Flannels, le to
to 30 eta
All-Wool Red Flannels, 15 to 30 cts.
Table Linens at Cost.
Good 48-inch wide Unbleached Table
Linen, 15 eta.
Good Bleached Damask, 25 eta.
Good Bleached Damask, 37 eta.
Best Bleached Damask, 64 inch, 75 eta
Good Red Damask, 17 eta.
Good Red Damask, 25 eta.
Best Red Damask, 1114 cts.
New Fall Calicos, choice styles, at
5 cents
SHIRTING PRINTS AT
4 cents
Remnants in Woolen
Dress Goods. All at Half
Price!
•
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Notions and Trix
1 Paper full count pies.
4c Paper, 3 for 10c, beat English
4c paper best Milward needle?
10c paper best darning needles
le for 2 boxes; Hair pins
2c doz ladies' horn waist belts
fee doz large size honi collar buttons
he paper hook and eyes;
3c paper patented hooks and I's
4c bunch Femshy Brie&
tic bunch wide silk stitch
8c bunch all widths Rick-Rack Lace
Mc bunch 12 yards assorted widths
Machine Torchon Lace!
Sc yd Ruffled edge garter web
lbc yd best quality Silk Web
he bunch red emb'dy• floes
18c doz spools emb'dn floss
10c 3 WU "Clark Enib'dy Cotton"
Sc Box, all colors Ice WooL
3 cents per oince for all
colors Zephyrs
Sc dos 9 and 10 inch Whalebones
Sc bunch Rick-Rack braid..
Sc bunch wide weir braids
3c paper blue steel hair pins
Mc doz medium nickh nursery pins
12c doz large nickle harsery Pius
Sc yard dress belting
ec bolt bone lacing
10e bolt seam bindings
Mc Skein Imported Germantown yarn
tic spool 25 yde emb'd'y floss
10c spool large size knitting silks
19c spool ',dos Florence knitting silk
loc Ladies linen Chemeeetts
Standinn and
Turn-Down Collars!
Mc yard nee. beaded jets
10e yard fancy side trimruinge
25*' yd I I, inch wider white kid belie
3sc yd 2,4 inch wide white kid belt
lime yd elegant black, tan Leather Belts
.ec doz good pearl buttons
19c pair Ladies' linen cuffs
P2c each Ladies' linen collars
21c Ladies' black satin bows
21c Ladies' Persian "ilk bows
he pair genuine Porpbeie shoe laces
he pair !Adieu'. Linen Shoe Laces
puir Lattice' tilippl.r allots Igoe.
CORSETS—
Mark-Down Sal([
, (., N urging :Wee* 75c
S C. Extra )(nig %valet, oases 3-4-25.116.
27-2e and 8234 worth $1, $1 25 at 50o
Mimeo' Corset waist/015e
Ladies' vie! corset 33e
Warner, Coraline& Thompson,' Glove
Fitting sizes le-22-20546, worth $1 00
end $1 25 at ate.
The Celebrated French P. D. Corsets
ge 00 Quality at .....  $ 1 50
254) " at    1 98
Don't buy a corset uetil you have tried
the world famed W. a Corsets, all sizes
in stock.
Ribbons at Cost....
Ladies'
Ribbed Vests! ,
PRICES CUT TiO PIECES.
10c for a tape neck end sleeve, sleeve
less vests
25e for 2 Ladies' Ribbed sleevelese
veto silk, taped sleeve iind neck
plc for Ladies' fine Lisle vests taped
sleeve and neck
s5c Ladles' black veils
19c Ladies' short sleeve votes
Ilk' Child's Nazereth waists
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
48c ladies' elegantly trimmed gowns.
lee lathes elegantly fall trimmed
gowns.
14ec ladies' equistry 'rimmed gowns.
$1 39 ladies' re 'quietly trimmed
gowns.
hikirta 39e, 50c, Mk, Pic, $1 19; regular
prices 64.c, Mc, Mac, $105, $1 50.
25c
Choice of any Corset Cover in
the House.
HOSIERY!
isc pair seamless fast black hoe.
10c pair Suttees fast block hose
18e pair Hermadorf ribbed hose
25e pair Hermadorf fast black double
sole, high spiked heel.
Itic pair boys and girls ribbed hose.
Sc pair child's ribbed hose.
lee pair boys and girls bicycle hese,
25e pair boys and girls extra bicycle
hose.
M OSQ lilt° Bar?,
Largest size ....... . $1 19
Medium Mae 
Sill FRANKEL,
No. 16 Main Street. Beard's Cornet'.
Gents' furnishings.
$1 2e Lolond bosom dregs shirts at 75 cts
$1 00 negligee shirt e 69 eta
45c negligee shirts.  60 eta
65c negligee shirts  49 et$
$1 00 full dress white shirts   88 et::
$1 2:3 extreme dress shirts .n8 eta
$1 00 fine white shirts 75 eta
7ec flue white shirts . 62 eta
A lot of Odds and
Ends White Shirts
at 49c
$1 25 old man's laundried white
shirts collars and cuffs attached 75e
50c unlaundried shirts, pleat and
plain bosom, open back, at  39 eta
65e lunlaundried, open back and
front, pleat and plain at 48 eta
Underwear.
19c for men's good Balbriggan Shirts
and Drawer.
25 eta for Men's Colored Balbriggan
Shirts and Drawers.
39e for men' fine imported Balbriggan
Shirts and Drawers.
39e for men's fine Jersey ribbed Shirts
and Drawers.
39c for men's fine bleached drawers
50c for men's Scrivarls drawers.
19 for men's outing cloth shirts.
Ific for boy's outing cloth shirts.
18c for boy's calico shirts.
19c for men's calico shirts.
39e for meu's good overalls.
-Pic for men's reinforced overalls.
4$e for men's white jacket and o'ralls
39e for men's B. V. D. bleach drawers.
nee for men's red and bl'k satins- shirts
41-ue for men's extra good work shirts
A1NT
Advance- Sale
McINTOSHES
Our regular $4 60
cape McIntosh to start
the season you can save
$2. We put 'em up in
this sale at
Every gar- S2 50
ment warranted.
Men's Wool Hats
All go in this Spe-
cial Sale at One-Half
Price.
S4 50 Stetson hats at 52 25
2 50 M. & G. hats at 1 25
2 00 Champion hats at I 00
1 50 full shape, Alpins
and Piish hats at 75 cts
ODDS AND ENDS,
One lot of fine $2 oo,
250 and 300 Stiff
Hat.at - - 49c
JUST RECEIVED
A new lot of Fine
trunks In order to be
in the sale we
wcount   ONE-FOURTH  
die.
SLIPPERS.
Ladies' children's
and misses' slippers at
cost and some less than
cost. See our stock be-
fore you buy.
A big cut in suspen-
ders, hosiery and hand-
kerchiefs. We haven't
the space to name
prices, but to see them
is to buy them.
Your last chance
Don't miss it!
• ".••.!
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THE GOLD DEMOCRATS
Will Hold a National Con-
vention in September.
IT'S HOT IN ST. LOUIS.
As Itiodonie ii Typhoid Fever it Raging is t hi
tleiettieriag Uoinity el Todd.
Indianapolis, Ind. Aug, W.-The meet•
ins of the gold Democrats in this city
was largely attended. There were
committeemen present from thirty-
three States. but there were many prom-
inent Democrats besides the committee-
men on hand. It was determined to
adopt the SkIlle of the "National DPM,
Orrilie " the nr-
galiiiiatitati freini the tree itil'eVe Wing,
It wee the:ailed that a Nattoital thtuvete
twit net (All to meet in this My au the
Ant day of September for the panicse
of formalating a platform and nomi-
nating candideter for President and
Vice President. It seems now to be 
most eertain that either Senator Palmer
of Illinois, or Gen. Bragg, of Michigan,
will be nominated for 'President, while
Gen. Simon Bolivar Buckner, of Ken-
tucky, has a walk-over for the Vice-
Presidential nomination.
TYPHOID FEVER.
1sPeic1ae TO NSW =Ai
Elkton, Ky., Aug. 8.-There is an
epidemic of typhoid fever raging in
Todd county, and there have already
been a number of deaths. There are
also a number of cases near Kirkmans-
ville, on the Christian county side of
line.
BUSLNESS FAILURES.
[NPSCIAL TO NEW KRA
New York, Aug. 8.-The business
failures for the week ending at the
close of business gesterday evening
amounted to 240. For the correspond-
ing week of last year they numbered
22.1",
INTENSE HEAT.
(SPICCIAL TO NEW SRA
Louisville, Ky , Aug. 10 -The heat
continues intense all over the entire
country. and as yet there is no relief in
sight, the Signal Service officials having
so ter failed to find any atmospheric
conditions that would lead them to pre-
dict a change in the temperature within
the next twenty-four hours People
and animals are suffering everywhere,
and there have to-day been scores of
deaths at St. Louis, Chicago, New York,
Cincinnati and other cities-the exact
number is not known
Three persons have died in this city
to-day from the heat and many have
been prostrated.
THE HEAT.
NPSCIAL TO NEW ERA
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 10.-The heat
was simply terrible all over the United
States yesterday. There were fifty-one
deaths in ten cities-caused by heat-
twenty-four in New York, nine in
Brooklyn, 'es in Chicago, three in Ne-
wark, N .1 three at Cincinnati, two
at Louisville, and one each at
Cleveland, Pittsburg, Memphis and San
Antonio. The number of deaths result-
ing from heat at St. LOTUS is not report-
ed. In addition to the twenty-four
deaths from heat at New York, there
were hundreds of prostrations, the am
buls.nces being kept busy all day carry-
ing people to the hospitals, which were
all frill to overflowing
BRECKINRIDGE KNOCKED OUT.
iSPLCUL TO NEW ERA .
FrankfOrt, Ky., Aug. lu.-The Sev-
enth District Congressional Committee
is preparing to issue a call for mass
conventions to nominate a candidate
for Congress. This will be a knock-out
for C-oL W. C. P. Breckinridge, and it
said that it is to be done for that very
reason. Col. Breckinridge and his
friends have been hairy for some time
getting up petitions asking the Commit-
tee to call a primary election instead of I
convention., as it was thought he could
win, as he would get all the gold vote!
while the silver vote would be dividedi
among the other candidates. The sil-
ver men object to a primary for the
very reason that Col. Breckinridge
wanted it, and they are about to win.
The Republicans say that if Col. Brack-
inridge will run independent thery will
RA.
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To the Last “Round-Up" of the Season!
111111.111111M11.11$11P1.11 111.1111 1miglinit-
EIATURIDAY, AUG. 15!
CONTINUING TWO WEEKS!
It's no question of how much can we make in this sale,
but how much can we afford to lose. Bargains that
will bring gold from its hiding. Read these prices:
CLOTHING
* DEPARTMENT
Prices that may tax your credu-
lity, nevertheless true!
- 
Men's Black and Gray Cotton Snits; regular
price $4 00 and 5 00,  cut to $1 49
Men's Cheviot and Cassimere Suits; regular
price $7 50,  4 914
Men's Cheviot and Cassimere Suits; regular
price $10, cut to $699
Men's Worsted and Cassiruere suits; regular
Pric,e $12 50,  cut to $8 99
Men's Worsted and Cassimere Suite; regular
price $15,  cut to $9 99
Men's Worsted and Cassimere Suits; regular
prices $17 50 and $20, cut to *12 99•
JOB LOT-40 Men's Frock Suits; sizes 34
and 35's only; finest ('assinieres and
Worsteds; original yrice *12 50 to
*20, cut to $5 99
JOB LOT-25 Men's Heavy Winter Suits;
sizes 33, 34 and ` 35's only (carried from
last season); original price $8 50 to
$17 50, cut to $4 99
Boys' (14 to 19 yrs) Suits; original price $3 50
to $4,  cut to $199
Boys' (14 to 19 yrs) Suits; original price $5;
cut to  $3 49
Boys* t14 to 19 yrs) Suits; original price $7 50;
cut to  $4 09
Boys' (14 to 19 yrs) Suits; original price $10;
cut to $699
Children's Suits!
Pas-
11101•-
4111 -
not nominate anyone but will all vote
for bun, as he is a gold man.
(3 to 15 years) at Mere Shaddow
Prices!
-
Child's Satinette Suits; worth 75 ets; cut to 25 cta
Child's Washable Sailor Suits; worth 50 and
and 75 eta, ( ut to 25 cts
Child's Satinette Suits; worth $1, cut to 49 cts
Child's Satinette Suits; worth $1 50, cut to 99 eta
Child's Cassimere Suits; original price $2 00:
cut to $149
Child's Caesimere Suits; original price $3 00,
cut to $1 99
Child's Cassimere Suits; original price $4 00,
cut to  *299
Child's Cassimere Suits; original price $5 00;
cut to $349
Child's Cassimere Suite; original price $6 to
to $8 50: cut to $499
Child's Knee Pant; original price 25 eta, cut to 10c
Child's Knee Pants; original price 50ets, cut to 38c
Child's Knee Pants; original price 75 eta, cut to 50c
Child's Knee Pants; original price $1,... cut to 75e
ODD PANTS!
Job Lot Men's Odd Pants, worth $2 00, for 99 etc
Fine all-Wool Cassimere Pants, worth $2 50, 'for
$1 25
Fine all-Wool Worsted Pants, worth $4 50, for
$300
Fine all-Wool Worsted Pants, worth $5, for $3 75
-
Odds and Ends In
Black Lustre, Serge, Worsted and Flannel Unlineil
Coats and Vests at HALF-PRICK
Men's thin office Coats, worth 50 eta, cut to 25 cts
MEN'S
FURNISHINGS!
Choice of our entire spring and summer stock
of Men's Neckwear (blacks excepted);
worth 60, 75 and $1, for 25 eta
Odds and ends in Scarfs (last season's); worth
25, 50 and 75 eta, for 10 eta
Fowler's celebrated 4-ply 2100 Linen Collars,
in all the latest shapes; worth 15 c, for 10 eta'
E & W. Collars, broken sizes, worth 25c, for 6 eta
Men's Leather Belts, yegri., r 0 10 cts
Gold Shirts, worth $1, for 75 eta
Silver Shirts, worth 75 cts, for 59 ota
Cold Bosom Laundried Shirts, worth 75c, 50 eta
Cold Bosom Laundried Shirts, worth $1-----75 eta
Laundried Negligee Shirts, worth 45c, for 25 eta
Noxell Work Shirts, heavy weight, worth 75c,50 eta
for 
Fine Bleached Drill Drawers, elastic ankle, riv-
eted buttons, felled seam, worth 50e, for 40 cts
Scriven's Patent seam Drawers, w'th $1, for 60 cts
Men's Seamless Socks, worth 10 eta, for  4 eta
Men's Fine Imported Tan Socks, worth 25c.
for 19 eta
Men's Best British Socks, worth 25e, for ...  10 eta
Men's Fine White Hemmed Handkerchiefs;
worth 10 cts, for  5c ts
Men's Fine Linen Hemmed, stitched initial.
Handkerchiefs; worth 50 eta, for 25 eta
Men's Finest Scotch Zephyr Laundried Negli-
gee Shirts; regular price $2 50, cut to.. .,99 eta
3 Doz Work Shirts, rrn  10 ets
UMBRELLAS!
3!="Tr=
I'lain Straight Handle Umbrellas; worth 50 c,
for 35 eta
Nice Crook Handle Sateen Umbrellas; worth
75 eta., for 60 eta
Fine Congo Handle Silk Umbrellas: worth
$2 50, for  $1 88
Silver mounted Handles, best Silk Umbrellas; I
worth $5 00, for   $3 751
HATS.
All Straw hats at - • half- Price
fen' 'Black Bla Derbies; worth $2 50, for • $1 50
Young Bros.' Derbies; worth $3 00 for $2 26
Children's Novelty Head wear for. -HALF-PRICE
47,-4 -4----Te"
TRUNKS!
s
Zinc Trunks; worth $2 00, for 
Zinc Trunks; worth 3 00, for 
Zinc Trunks; worth 4 00, for 
Zinc Trunks; worth 5 00, for 
"W---
$1 50
225
300
4 00'
Ladies and
Children's Hosiery!
Children's Ribbed Hose. Black, but not fast;
worth 5 eta, etc to.  2 eta
Childreni Ribbed Fast Black, good quality:
worth 10 cts, cut to 
5 e"Misses and Child's Fine Imported Hose-tan; te
worth 25 eta, cut to  
8
tidies' Black and Tan Hose, seamless, good,
heavy quality; worth 10 cts, cut to.  5 eta
Ladies' Black, full regular Hose, nice fine
guagr; worth 20 cts, cut to 1150 
eta,
Ladies' Fine Imported full regular Tan Hose;
worth 25 and 35 eta, Gut to 
Ladies* Fine Silk finish, double sole and high-
spliced heel, rich glossy black; our big
drive at 25 eta, cut to....  
19 eta
sale.
Shoe Denartat.
100 pairs Ladies' Fine Hand-turned Button
Shoes; Zeigler's mak( ; sizes 1 to 3's
worth $3 to $4, cut to $1 50
75 Pairs Misses' and Child's Otforde, custorii-
made; worth 11 50 and and $1 75, cut to 99 eta
All Ladies', 200 Fine Hand-turned Oxfords,
cut to  $150
All Ladies' $2 50 Oxfords cut to  1 88
All Ladies' 3 00 Oxfords cut to  2 25
50 Pairs Stacy, Adams &Co.'s Men's Fine Tan,
Patent Leather and Calf Shoes: worth $5
and $6, for $3 00
75 Pairs Stacy, Adams &Co 's Mex's Fine Tan,
Patent leather and Celt Shoes; worth $5
and $G, for .. $375
150 Pairs Child's and Misses Shoes: sizts 6 to
13's; original prices $1 50 to $2 25, cut
to $125• 
Boys' Dongola Button Shoe; 2'4aad 3's; north
$2 00, for $100
Boys's Calf Shoes, Congress, 24 to 3's; worth
*2 00, for *100
Mena' Calf Lece Shoes, 6, 64 and 7's; worth
$2 00, for $1 50
Ken's Satin Calf Shoes; 6, 64 and 7's; worth
$2 00, for $100
Little Gents Tan Shoes, lace, ;spring heel; 8
and 9's; worth $1 50, for.. 75 eta
Ladies' Fine Hand Turned Oxfords. sizes 1,
s.nd 2's, worth $2 00 to 3 for $100
Ladies' Finest Hand Turned White Opera
Slippers, sizes 24 to 6 on C last, worth
$3 00, cut to $150
SPECIAL!
With every pair of shoes worth $2 00
sold during this sale at the original price
give a ticket entitling the holder to a pair
soles to be put on when needed FREE.
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Men's beet White Oak Soles, pegged on, regu-
lar price 75e, cut to 50 cts
Men's best White Oak Soles, sewed on. regu-
lar price $1 00, cut to  75 cts
Women's best White Oak Soles, pegged on,
regular price 51k, cut to 40 eta
Women's best White Oak Soles, sewed on,0 eta 
regular price 80c, out to 
6 
All shop work cut about 25 per cent for this
.11 .1%1T ICliolnel3E:b.11..1\1"Sr.
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SAM SMALL EXPLAINS.
Clobe-Democrat Dispatch
Neither Full Nor Accurate.
HE EULOGIZES BRYAN.
••••••=.
The Evaleolist is For the Democratic Nome
mess and Free Silver at 16 to 1.
Rev. Sam Small makes a thoroughly
satisfactory explanation.
He Is not "two-faced," as some papers
have recently alleged. He is as every-
body in Hopkinsville believed up to a
few dim ago, a dyed-in-the-wool Dem-
ocrat, and an ardent advocate of free
silver.
It is not true that he suits his speech
to his crowd. What he is he is all over
and is not afraid to let people know it.
Last week, newspaper readers will
easily remember, the St. Louis Globe-
Democrat printed a dispatch from
Chautauqua, Ill., which created wide-
spread attention and was reproduced in
nearly every paper in the South.
Among other things Rev. Small was al-
leged to have said:
"I want to see religious men and men
of courage rule things, for the men who
rule the saloon are like rata when you
tarn a calcium light on them. We
need to show the power of individual
manhood. The man who is to govern
our public affairs should be a man of
personal character, a model for the na-
tion. Wt. go, therefore, to a humble
home in Canton, 0 , much more humble
than many of your homes, where the
Bible is read and where the morning
prayers are said, and we find that colos-
sal character, William McKinley, the
model man of to-day."
General surprise was felt and not a
little indignation when the report went
from mouth to mouth that Sam Small
was a turn-coat. Some of his friends in
Hopkinsville sent hun marked copies of
papers containing the dispatch and
asked for an explanation. Here is a
letter from Mr. Small which brushes
away all distrust in hum.
Washington, D. C., Aug 9th, '96.
Mr. Claiborne Edmunds,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
DEAR FRIEND :-In reply to your kind
inquiry I would say that the report in
the Globe-Democrat of my remarks at
Chautauqua, Ill., was not full or accu-
rate. I was speaking on a non-parti-
san topic and referred to the fact that
the political parties now feel compelled
to nominate for high offices their CLEAN-
EST men. I spoke of Maj. McKinley
and his home and personal life very
much in the terms reported, but imme-
diately eulogized Bryan in even more
glowing terms, and received at the men-
tion of his name even greater applause.
But the Bryan part WAS NOT EXPORTED
IN THE CeLOBE-DEMOCRAT. But my po-
sition was fully understood, and I have
been invited back August 20th to make
a free silver speech, as I am for Bryan
and Sewall and free silver at 16 to 1.
Yours,
SAIL W. Smeee
HOKE SMITH RESIGNS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA;
Washington, D. C., Aug. 12.-Hon.
Hoke Smith, Secretary of ithe Interior,
has tendered his resignation to Presi-
dent Cleveland, and desires to retire
from the Cabinet at once. The reason
that Mr. Smith assigns for resigning is
that he is not a bolter, and therefore
does not care to remain in a Cabinet all
the members of which, as well as the
President, have turned their backs upoii,
their party and declined to support its
ticket.
It has been known for some time that
Mr. Smith did not like the course that
the members of the Cabinet have been
pursuing in regard to the nominees and
the platform of the Chicago convention,
but he did not feel that it would be
showing the President the proper cour-
tesy for him to have anything to say
about the campaign so long as
he remained in the Cabinet. For
this re .he has not done
any ta1kt,4jsnuch about the work
of the diii*go convention. He has
been thinking of resigning for some
time, but has been indeiced to hold on.
Now, however, he feels that his duty to
his party requires him to resign ruid go
to work for the ticket. As Mr. Smqis
really anxious to get out of the Cabinet
at once it is thought that the President
will swept the resignation without any
unnecessary delay.
There have for several weeks past
been rumors about Mr. Smith's resign-
ing, but there was nothing in them, as
it was only within the last few days
that he fully made up his mind to do
so. His friends say that he has simply
been waiting to see what Mr. Cleveland
and the other members of the Cabinet
would finally determine to do about the
Chicago nominees.
comma COOLER.
i.sPzeuth TO NEW ZRA.1
St. Louis, Aug. I2.-There were
eighteen deaths from heat in this city
up to noon to-day, but the thermometer
has begun to go down, and it is expect-
ed that it will be considerably cooler by
night.
AN INJUNCTION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Louisville, Aug. 12. - Campaign
chairman Sommers says he is going to
take out an injunction to prevent the
ase of the name "National Democratic
party" on the ballots in November.
TOWN BURNED.
[sexclee TO NEW Rae)
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 10--Dispatches
just received in this city announce that
the town of Jordan, Ky., was complete-
ly wiped out by fire this morning. Jor-
dan, which used to be known as Miles,
was a place of about three hundred in-
habitants, situated in Fulton county, on
the Mobile & Ohio railroad, twelve
miles Southeast of Hickman, the county
seat. Many of the unfortunate people
lost everything they had, and will have
to look to the public for aid.
EX-GOV. BROWN FOR CONGRESS.
[tiescree TO NEW ERA.]
Louisville, Ky., A ug.10-Ex-Governor
John Young Brown can not escape the
free silver Democrats. They are deter-
mined that he shall be their candidate
for Congress in this district, and the pe-
titions, which they say have already
been signed by 6,000 voters, will be pre-
sented this week. They will endeavor
to have nominations; made before the
end of this month.
IN A TERRIBLE CONDITION.
[ SPECIAL TO NEW steel
Monroe, Ala., Aug. 10.-Letters re-
ceived here tell harrowing Wee of the
suffering of a colony of negroes in Gua-
temala who were induced to go there
last May to work on railroad,. Four of
the colony have been killed and the
others are said to be in a condition
worse than slavery.
FIETEEN THOUSAND BICYCLISTS.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Louisville, Aug. 11.-There are now
fifteen thousand wheelmen in this city
for the races to-morrow. The weather
here is very oppressive.
BIG CORRUPTION FUND.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 11.-It is
stated here that the Indiana Republi-
can Campaign Committee has been no-
tified by the National Republican Com-
mittee that a million dollars has been
set aside for the purpose of carrying
Indiana in the Presidential election.
Compliments Dr. Clardy.
The Madisonville Hustler prints a pic-
ture of Dr. John D. Clardy and says of
him:
Dr. Clardy has been one of the very
successful farmers of Christian county
and is a man who stands well with his
neighbors. He is a leading member of
the Baptist Church and practices the
religion he professes. He has made the
district a most worth excellent and ac-
ceptable Representative in the Congress
of the United States. No member of
the Fifty-fourth Congress; attended to
his duties or looked after the interests
of his constituents with more zeal than
did Dr. Clardy. His popularity is evi-
denced by his being so largely the
choice of the people he had represented.
The Best Cough Cure
111 Shiloh's Cure. A neglected cough is
dangerous. Stop it at once with Shiloh's
Cure.-For sale by R. C. Hardwick,
0. V. Ry. Time Table.
Corrected May 31, 1896.
No. 8-dii13.
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THE INTENSE HEAT.
The Entire Country Suffered
From It Tuesday. kr,51
THE DAY'S RECORD.
Horses as Well as People Dropped Upon the
Streets of New York and Chicago.
:SPECIAL TO NEW ERA ,
NEW YORE.
New York, Arig.12-Yeaterday was the
worse day that this city has had. The
heat was unprecedented. In New York
City, in Brooklyn and all the adjacent
towns, and throughout the States of
New York and New Jersey the day's
reports of deaths and prostrations over-
shadowed the record of any other day
in many years. In this city alone the
death list for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight last night contained
more than one hundred names, Brook-
lyn added twenty to the list, and the
victims in the other towns, which are
virtually suburbs of New York, run the
list up to 150. This list, however, is not
thought to be a complete one, as there
are a number of small towns and vil-
lages that have not made any returns as
yet.
Meu and women walking along the
streets dropped in their tracks and died
before physicians could be summoned to
aid them, and horses died in the streets
as though stricken by the plague.
Many of the factories have had to
close, and out-door workers have been
compelled to quit work during the hot-
test hours of the day for the past ten
days or two weeks. The suffering
among policemen and letter-carriers has
been intense, as they are compelled to
be out all the time, no matter how hot
it may be, and many of them have got-
ten in such a terrible condition that they
they have had to lay-off.
Along the business streets men all
walked under umbrellas, carried their
coats on their arms and fans in
their hands. The hospitals
of the city are crowed to their
fullest capacity, and doctors and nurses
have been compelled to work day and
night, and, as; a result, many of them
have succumbed to the terrible strain.
The Department of Public Works has
come to the relief of the tenement house
districts, and forces of men with hose
carts are patrolling them with water
from the corner hydrants. Men, women
and children rash in groups under tliel
streams from the hose, and the night),
scenes among the tenements as the re-
lief parties make their rounds are un-
precedented. Unless to-night bringe
relief many proetrations are looked for
at the Madison Square Garden meeting,
and preparations are being made for a
special force of medical men and for
special ambulances.
The thermometer for the past six
nights has fallen but a few degreee from
the limits registered during the hottest
part of the day. The heat on Monday
night held almost stationary a 81 de-
grees until 4 o'clock Tuesday morning
and as soon as the sun began to ascend
the thermometer did likewise, until all
previous records for August 11th were
broken. The highest previous record
for Augast lIth wars 93 degreess in 1891
and 92 degrees in 1892, while yesterday
it registered upon the top of the Man-
hattan Life Insurance building, where
the weather bureau is situated, 93.5 de-
grees, and the humidity, which is far
worse than the boding sun, stood at 70,
and down on the streets it was not less
than five degrees warmer. The official
temperature, beginning at noon, was, as
follows: 12 noon, 90: 1 p. m., 810; 2 p.
p. in., 93.5; 4 p. m., 93; 5 p. in., 93; 6 P.
m., 92, and 7 p. m. 90, and up to mid-
night the temperature dropped but a
points, registering 85.
CHICAGO.
Chiago, Aug. 12.-There was a good
breeze yesterday, but in spite of this
fact the thermometer went up to a very
high point, and thirty persons died from
the heat during the day. There were
also fifty severe cases of prostration.
This list of deaths and prostration',
however, is not complete, and it is be-
lieved that full returns will increase the
numbers in each case. A slight shower
at 7 o'clock in the evening cooled the
atmosphere a little, but the effects did
not last long.
The number of persons driven insane
by the intense heat daring the present
spell will probably never be known, but
its effects in that direction may be eeti.
mated from the fact that during the
week twenty-eight persons have been
locked up in the detention hospitals, all
of whom had been driven crazy by the
heat.
There are about 800 dead horses still
unremoved on the streets, the city being
unable to secure sufficient assistance to
cart as many away as daily succumb to
the heat. The Mayor /am:issued an or.
der guaranteeing $10 to any one who
will remove one of the cadavers.
ST. LOUD:.
St. Louis, Aug. 12.-Although the
thermometer in this city yesterday
came within throe degrees of the high-
est point this year, there, were remark-
able to say, only five deaths during the
day from the heat. At 5 o'clock yes-
terday afternoon the thermometer at
the Government building, and in a sha-
dy plaoe, stood at 97, and as there was;
not a particle of breeze the atmosphere
was stifling. There were many proe-
trations during the day, and all the hos-
pitals were full. Up to S o'clock twen-
ty persons who had been prostrated had
been received at the Central Dispensary,
and there were many more at the North
and South Dispensaries. Betides these
prostratitins many were taken to their
homes.
PHILADELPHIA.
Philadelphia, Aug. 12.-The heat yes-
terday continued to be simply awful,
the thermom3ter reaching the 98 mark
at 8 o'clock in the afternoon. There
was not a breath of air stirring, and the
streets were almost deserted. There
were seven deaths and forty prostra-
tione officially reported for yesterday.
People are suffering intensely all over
Pennsylvania and in many places work
has been entirely suspended.
Louisville, Aug. 12.-There were only
two deaths from the intense heat in this
city yesterday, although the thermome-
ter reached 97 degrees. An ice famine
is feared, as the supply of ico in the
city is said to be quite small at present.
The people are all looking forward anxi-
ously for the cool wave predicted for
to-night.
BOSTON.
Boston, Aug. 12.-While the temper-
ature was lower yesterday than on the
day before it was still intensely hot,
and there were four deaths and many
prostration s from heat .
PITTSBITItO.
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 12.-There were
only two deaths here yesterday from
heat.
FORTY DEATHS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.)
New York, Aug. 11.-There were
forty deaths in this city this morning
from the heat, which continuo; to be
almost unbearable. It is feazed that
there will be even more deaths here
this afternoonand evening than there
were this morning, as the mercury con-
tinues to climb higher and higher in the
tube. The Signal Service officers pre-
clict epoler weather by to-morrow night.
ONLY CURE
FOR
PIMPLES
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It Is SO because It strikes at the COMM of
the Clogged, feritated, /Owned, Shiggri4A, or
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Driving the hill
at the expense
If the Body.
While we drive
the l'rain we
nr.st build up
the body. Ex.
crcisc, pure air
--foods that
mike elthy flesh-refreshing
slerp-.uch are methods. When
loss of flesh, strength and nerve
•Decome apparent your physician
wi:1 doubtless tell you that the
quickest builder of all three is
Scott's Emulsion
9f Cod Liver Oil, which not only
creates desh of and in itself, but
Itimulatcs the appetite fur other
frnparnd by !tent, I Roams,5 T. All avorgtota
WEAK MEN
CURED AS IF BY MAGIC.
VicUrna of Lost Manhood should send at
once for a book
that explains how
full manly vigor
Is easily, quickly
and permanently
metered. I•Zo man
suffering from
weakness can af-
ford to ignore this
timely advico.
Book tells how
full atrongth. de-
velopment and tone are Imparted to every
p..rtIon of the body. Sent with positive
irl.cs1ed(frte today Clan 011 application.
ERIE MEDICAL CO., BUFFALO,N.Y.
fri047-7 
• 1 the time about the great
BABY
remedy nnlese It does whNt we claim;
1(.4e luothcrs don't give t -E,ildren
OWENS PINK MIXTURE
when ttetbo,
J SAVES BABIES' LIVES
:aud loettgo' bill!. ie4.piron 015111.1.
▪ else& cents slid ;At rents,
at ell Ono; str.res.
lief the 5.-nut,.'. io,k for
Fstnk W: Floyd s sumature on every packer,
1:0011671111.111=1111=111111=1111111111M1
WE OFFER
All of our Gents Tan Shoes
and Ladies Tan Shoes and
Oxfords
COST.
If you want a pretty shoe, a
wearer, one to fit, the latest
toe, all sizes, any width last,
and if you want to save 81
to 81.50 a pair on them,
This is Your Opportunity!
RICHARDS E4 COMPANY.
Bethel Female College
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
HOME SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES!
Reorganized. Ten able and experienced teat-hers. Thorough course.; in An-
cient and Modern Languages, English, Mathematics, Music, Art and Elocution.
Building renovated; Furniture New; Electric Lights. Forty-third session opens
SJCP'r,EMBER 2D, 1896. For Catalougue, address
EDMUND HARRISON, President.
Bethel i College,
RUSSELLVILLE, KY.
Accessibly, .Healthful, Nine Schools, Thorough
Instruction, No Saloons, Expenses Moderate.
For illustrated catalogue, address
W. S. Ryland, - - President.
EDITORIAL JOTTINGS.
Everybody should remember thee it
was the goose that laid the golden egg.
Wonder if McKinley feels very hay
when he sees Republicans of his own
town joining the Bryan and Sewed]
club.
It is said that Thomas Platt is now in
the full confidence of Mark Hanna, hut
it is hard to see how Hanna could be so
credulous.
Henry Watterson says be is out of
politics,-and he might have very
truthfully added that he would stay
out. Watterson will never again have
any influence in politics.
The "free silver craze" is growing so
rapidly in New York that Chauncey
Depew has been asked by Wall Street
to try to head it off. Depew will find it
the very biggest job he ever tackled.
It is now said that Mr. Wm. C. Whit-
ney did not want to go to Chicago to
oppose free diver, but that his creditors
forced him to do it. Even rich men have
to sometimes do the bidding of finan-
ciers.
McKinley does not feel that it is
!lamasery for him to talk, as he has the
gold of the protected manufacturers to
speak for him.
Senator Gorman is not only a Demo-
crat, but he is a very shrewd
Either is sufficient to explain his sup-
port of the Democratic ticket. The mine
may be said of Senator Hill.
The editor of the Journal of the
Knights of Labor is right in saying that
'Bryan is the man of the hour." It
would also be correct to say that Bryan
is the man of next November.
Recognizing the fact that the silver
men have all the argument on their
side of the question, the Republicans
intend to rely upon the power of boodle,
as they have usually done in the past.
No matter how far back in the his-
tory of the human race one may go it
will be impossible to find a time when
silver was not used as money. And as
long as the world lasts it will 0Ontihne
to he so used.
The syndicate paid $118,000 worth of
debts for McKinley, and now it wants
the people of the United States to re-
fund this money, and they will refund
it if they should be foolish enough to
elect McKinley to the Presidency.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat evi-
dently does not admire Gov. Altgeld, of
Illinois, as It speaks of him ail a hybrid
"a cross between an anarchist and a
Pecksuiff."
Those Democratic newspapers that
have bolted the Chicago nominee.; end
platform seem to forget that they have
for that reason forfeited all right to ad-
vise Democrats how they should vote.
It is said that the Mormon elders en
gaged in the recent meeting at Vance-
burg, Ky., were treated with great res-
pect when it was discovered that they
were quite wealthy and were related to
United States Senators. Verily, money
and position are great things!
The Republican press sends up a loud
wail every time some prominent Demo-
crat who had been expected to bolt an-
nounces his intention to support the
Chicago nominees. The Republicans
are placing their hope of encases on the
action of the bolting Democrats, and
they'll be badly disappointed.
McKinley itiay be the advance agent
of prosperity, but it will be safe to 'bet
that Bryan and prosperity both will iget
there considerably ahead of McKinley.
Every few days thg Courier-Journal
assures its readers that the silver cause
is rapidly losing ground, but as a
prophet the C.-J. has long been dis-
credited. With the Courier-Journal the
wish is the father to the thought.
When Mr. Cleveland went out of of-
fice in 1889 he turned over to Mr. Harri-
son a Treasury in which there wee a
surplus of $36e,000,000, but when he re-
turned to office) on March 4, 1893, Mr
Harrison turned over to him a treas-
ury in which there was not a cent, but
which, on the contrary, was in debt
for borrowed moues-.
The New York Sun remarks that in
order to elect McKinley the Republican
party will have to "break the Solid
South," but it fails to say how that is
to be done. To a party that expects to
"break the Solid South" the election in
Alabama last week must have been very
discouraging.
When Mr. Cleveland began his at-
tempt to maintain the present gold stan-
dard the interest-bearing public debt
was $585,034,26.5, but it is now P347,364,-
550, an increase of $862,330,285. Yet,
in view of these figures, the Republican
party asks the people to vote to continue
a system of doing business that is so
ruinous to them. That the people *ill
do so is not at all likely.
The most absurd political combitia-
tion yet suggested is that of the Repub-
licans, gold Democrats and Populists of
Texas. There is no ground upon which
these three elements can fuse that will
not be a stultification of each. But
they will never get together. The lead-
ers may try it, but the voters won t
have it.
When Republicans introduce the
question of wages and cite the condition
of the workers in Mexico as a sample of
the influence of silver legislation, why
not bring into evidence the condition of
the worker in China or Japan r Its pro-
ductive capacity is the standard of the
value of labor. Replace Mexican labor
by American, and Mexican wages would
at once be raised to the American scale.
The Republican press is continuelly
speaking of the fact that the Harrison
Administration made a large reduction
in the public debt, but there it stops, it
fails to inform its readers that the a-e-
duction was made with part of the
$368,000,000 surplus that Mr. Clevelaind
on leaving office turned over to Mr.
Harrison, and that not one cent ool-
leeted during Harrison's Adminieteation
was paid on the public debt.
The party that th e gold Democtette
are to organize at les dianapolis has been
termed ..the RepehE can Annex."
The Evansville CV/wrier sap.: -seas.
ter Hills conscience may prove as un-
fortunate as that of the rural belles; who
sometimes get left."
The St. Louis Republic reinarle that
"while there is so much being staid-1
about bolting Democrats little is heard
about those Republicans who refuse to
follow a man whose nomination was
cured by fat frying.
Kentuckians; are not in the least dis-
turbed by the shutting down of all the
distilleries in the E tate for eighteen
months--becanee the 'supply on hand•
now is sufficient to quench their thirst
for more than two years to come.
It's perfe tly natural that the rich
men should be opposed to the free cola-
age of silver, as it would double the
amount of money on hand and, there-
fore. reduce their power over the people
who have to earn their daily bread.
That Mr. Richard Parks Bland LI
made of the proper staff and knows Dow
to take defeat like a man is shown by
the fact that he went on to New York
with Mr. Bryan, and also made a num-
ber of speeches for him at pieces that
the train stopped.
The Democratic majority in the
Gubernatorial race in Alabama lase
week was just 41,889, and the Demo-
cratic majority in the Legislature, on
joint ballot, will be fifty-nine. Repute
licans who talk about "Lreaking the
Solid South" %sIll do well to remember
these figures.
Ex-Gov. John Young Brown, who is
a close observer, has recently returned
from a trip through Mexico. where he
studied the financial question, and he
thinks that to a thrifty people like the
people of the United States the free
coinage of silver can not fail to prove a
blessing. Being of this opinion Mr.
Brown has entered the race forCougrees
in the Louisville district as a free silver
candidate.
The idea of calling McKinley the ad-
vance agent of property is ridiculous to
people who remember the condition of
the country brought shout by the Mc-
Kinley tariff bill. That was a sample
of the "prosperity" that the people are
to expect in case they should elect Mc-
Kinley to the Presidency. There were
more strikes, lock-outs and general dis-
content in the country while the Mc-
Kinley bill was in force than was ever
seen before.
On page 56 of the report made by tilt.'
United States Silver Commission in 1176
is found the following. -However
great the natural resources of a country
may be, however genial its climate, fer-
tile its soil, ingenious, enterprising and
industrious its inhabitants, or free its
institutions, if the volume of money is
shrinking and prices are falling, its mer-
chants will be overwhelmed with bank-
ruptcy, its industries will be paralyzed,
and destitution and distress will pre-
vail." The men who in 1876 wrote
these words had little idea that their
truth would be so wan demonstrated.
.
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THE NEW
$1.00 A YEAR.
LOCAL AND GOSSIPY. THE REAPER'S VISIT. STATE CROP REPORT. FACTS FOR FARMERS.
sgopeed ac the po...torTh. 11..paluANttie
semead-olses ui•i ter . Stray Items Grouped
Quick Perusal.
Friday, Augu,t14, 1896.
COURT DIRECTORY. i 
PERSONAL
CERCrIT COURT-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
TEMA' C4N.ffr -Second Mondays
ary. April, July and teeober.
AreSoutte-First Tuesday in April I
October.
Cowry COURT -Firlit Monday in every
month.
HOME & SOCIETY
Mr. F. T. Fresher, of Lafayette, was
in town last Saturday.
Capt. Henry Bryant, of Graeser, we-
in town last wsek.
Mr. G H. Stowe, of the county, wac
hi the city last Saturdey.
Mrs. H. B. Stover, of Gracey, was
shopping in town Saturday.
Mr. G. 0. Penn, and sister, Miss Lil-
lian Penn, of Weatherford. Texas. are
the guests of W. S. Goodwin.
Mr. 0. S. Brown, of Crofton, was in
town this week.
Mr. W. L. Dunn, of Cadiz, was in
town this week.
etre Frank-es E. Raymond and daugh-
ter, Sum., ,,f t 'hicago, are the guests of
Mr. Richard Pattiu, on East Seventh
street.
▪ Elder W. B. Wright, of Trenton, was
iu town this w eek.
Mr. P. A. Lyou and wife, of Auburn,
are visiting in the city.
Rev. R. W. Browder, of Princeton,
was in the city Monday night.
Rev. and Mrs. S. N. Vail returned
from. Chicago this week.
Mr. Polk Causler and family have re-
turned from Stibree Springs.
Maj John Blankenship, of Gracey,
was in the city this week.
Miss Annie Brodie. of Church Hill,
was in town shopping Monday.
Miss Eva Nash is visiting friends in
the Church Hill neighborhood.
Dr. B W. Stone, who returned from
an European tour a few weeks ago, is
in the city visiting friends.
Miss Katherine McKenzie is spending
the stammer near Kennedy. Miss Sac
teauehiene of ()wet:stony, is her guest.
Mrs. Liezie Taylor, Miss Tibbs Wit
gus and Mr. Bradley Wilson, of Lexing-
ton, are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
B. Long.
Mrs. J. S.411cAllister, of Louisville, is
In the city.
Miss Madeline Baylor has returned
from Cerulean Springs.
Mr. J. B. Watkins, of Wallonia, was
in town this week.
Marrs. Jim Hooser. Ruby Lafoon and
Bradley Wilson, have returned to Mad-
isonville.
Dr. C. R. Woodard, of Lebanon, ii
vting his brother. Dr. Woodard, of
this city.
Misses Letitia Fairleigh and Alice
&ober went to Donaldson, Tenn.,
day to visit friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jarrett and child
have engaged rooms and board at Mr.
W. T. Vaughn's, on Campbell street.
Hon. J. W. Downer, of Hapkineville,
will arrive in the city to-night on a visit
*ids brother, Mr. F. N. Downer.-
ling Green Times.
--- Misses Maggie arid Ida Humphries.
who have been visiting at Hopkinsville
sad Cad* for about two months, re-
pented Saturday -Mayfield Mirror.
Mrs. Claude Minims, of Guthrie, was
dtopping in the city ye etwday morning.
Miss Lula Huggins. of Nashville. is
3 ting Miss Fannie Bell Bronaugh
Fir. McClure Kelly has returned to
/Ideate after a visit to his parents here.
Bliss Hattie Lee Johnson is visiting
)Ir. and Mrs. P. G. Edwards in Elkton.
Mrs. W. R. Bowleg is visiting tht
family of Rev. D. S. Bowles in Adair
Tins-
Miss Edith Ely, of Clarksville, is vis-
iting Muss Georgie Flack on South
Pahl.
Ilra George Flournoy, of Paducah, is
*guest of Meet Jennie Vvinfree, on
loath Virginia street.
RATTERS IN VARIE 1 Y.
Buckner & Owsley real estate and in
neranee.
Dr. E. N. Fruit. dentist, office over
City Bank. May 13 '9e
WAN1ED TO BUY-Bank Stock.
god&e. Geserrr Jr MOORE.
A 'ways in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch
in milk. Qt. can, 10e.
WANTED-To rent e farm of 400
scree for a term of years. Apply to R.
C. Pace, Herndon, Ky. w tt
Call on E. W. Henderson & Son for
evil line" and protect your horses and
tattle from the torment of flies. d2te-It
For biliousness, to regulate the
" bowels and corn a torpid liver, use
lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
hen at drugged
Great melee prove the great merit of
Hood's Sarsaparilla, and great merit en-
ables it to accomplish wonderful cures.
Hopper Brie , are agents for the
Odell Type Writer, a machine which
sells for g40 and does equally as good
work as the $100 machine.
"Fine tailoring, cleaning and repairing
by Fowright the tailor and cutter. Pants
made from 115.00 to $15.00. Suits from
$20.00 to $60.00. Seventh street, oppo-
site New Ere.
The L. & N. will sell round trip tick
eta to Cleveland, O., at one limited first
clam fare on August 22nd. 23rd and
24th, good returning until and on Aug.
lest. Account Biennial Encampment
Knights of Pythias.
J. M. ADAMS, Agt.
Account of meeting of the Ohio River
Baptist Association the 0. V. railroad
will sell tickets; to Fredonia and returnr on August 19th, With and 21st at one
and one-third fare for the round trip
Return limit August 21st.
E. M. STEER woop, Agt.
To ('tense the System
Effectually yet gently, when costive or
bilious, or when the blood is impure or
sluggish, to permanently overcome ha-
),itual constipation, to awaken the kid-
neys and liver to a healthy ativity,
without irritating or weakening them,
to dispel headaches, colds or fevers, use
Syrup of Figs.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World's Fair,
•DR
For; Age and Youth Mowed By
Sickle Keen.
Statement Covering Ninety-
Six Kentucky Counties.
CHATTER. MRS. PHELPS EXPIRES. ABOUT THE TOBACCO.
Short Paragraphs About People. Politics
And Things.
Infant Child Dead.
An hafent child of Mr. and Mrs.
Z:10111101 H. Major, of Beverly, died!
elesluesdey morning.
hiprainsd Her Ankle.
Mrs. N. B. Edmunds met with a pain-
fal accident night before last at the cir-
cus gronties. She stepped in it hole end
earained her ankle. She will not be
ble to 1ala for several days.
Mr. Ned Crabb
Mr. N 1,Tain click id bed
! /AGM' f er. Up to yesterday Le had
:leen rapidly recovsring from the effects
of a loug and serious sickneas, but he
became efrer-heated and is very ilL
- _
Boy Badly Hurt.
Willie Clark, the eight-year-old ton
of Mr. George A. Clark, the Main street
tailor, was badly hurt Monitay. He
tried to climb upon a hay wagon and
fell under the wheels and was ran over.
An Enterprising Merchant.
Mr. Sem Frankel, the live, vride-
awake, hustling Main street merchant,
has in to-day's issue of the WEEKLY
NEW Elea 'an advertisement quoting
priceer that it will pay everybody to look
at.
Ottr Supplement.
As J. a. Anderson & C. desired to
tell the public of the wonderful bar-
gains to be had at _their establishment,
it was necessary for us to issue a supple-
ment in order that our readers might
not be left short on reading matter.
Party at Church Hill.
The young people who live in the
Church kill neighborecod spent a de-
lightful bourTues. uight as the guests of
Mrs. Belle Stowe. A feature was a well
rendered musical program. Several
gentlemen from Hopkinsville atteueltd
the party'
Suppliment Bent Out.
Owing ito the big demand of advertis-
ers have Made for space in the WgZILLY
New Ene, a suppliment crowded with
good mailing matter had to be is-
sued to-day. The Weekly New
Era is the best once-a-week newspaper
in tha section.
Pleasant Evening Spent.
Mrs. Mary Paten Ware gave a small
eutertaiument Tues. eve in honor of her
reciter, Mrs. Raymond, a very attra.ct-
tve lady of Chicago. A delicious supper
was spread at Campbell's Cave and am-
ple justice was done by the guests. The
occasion was highly pleasurable.
Strong for Silver.
A Hopkinsville Judge is so strong fat
free sever that he is trying to have the
city authorities forbid the existence of
braes bands on account of the color of
the horns. This exponent of the law is
evidently deep in his convictions on the
currency question -Bowling Green Ad-
vocate.
Administrator's Notice.
All persons haying claims against the
estate of Manuel McKinney, deed. are
hereby notified to present same, proper-
ly verified to me, on or before Septem-
ber 15th, 1896, at Abernathy & Co's of-
fice, 9th street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
W. S. GOODWIN,
it Adm'r Manuel McKinney, dee'd.
Will Defeat the Trigg Man.
Capt. Parley's friends, incensed at
the defeat of their candidate at the
Princeton convention, are crwanizing in
the First district to defeat the Republi-
can nominee, G. P. Thomas, of Trigg
county, aid thus rebuke his manager,
Warden Happy, of the Eddyville peni-
tentiary.
Why the Asylum is Pull.
The fool who a4a, "Is it hot enough
for you?" is abroad in the land this
eimmer as usual. His presence may be
eccountect for by the fact that owing to
the overceowded condition of the asylum
at Hopkinsville none but violent and
iangeroas lunatics can be admitted.--
Bowling Green Times.
White Will Surely Win.
Judge Landes, Governor Bradley's
appointee as Judge of the Court of Ap-
peals to succeed Judge Grace, will be
made the nominee of the Republicans
to make the race against Judge White,
the Democratic nominee. There
however, little doubt that Judge White
will be elected as the district is safely
Democratic.-The Hustler.
Trouble With Worms.
Mr. C. E. Russell. a prosperous young
farmer of near Elkton, says he
turned under from twent- irty
acres of tobacco on accost of the
worms. The report also comes that
several farmers near Trenton have
turned under considerable tobacco from
the same cause. They say that it is an
=possibility to keep the worms off.
Elder H. G. Smith Called.
As antitipated by the New ERA the
members of the congregation of the
Christian church have called Elder H.
G. Smith,. of Missouri, to the pastorate
of the church. He is said to be a young
man of flue ability and scholarly attain-
ments. ender J. W. Mitchell. the pres-
ent pastor whose egnation was hand-
ed in several weeks ago, has not yet de-
termined where he will locate.
Taxes Last Notice.
I have defgered advertising for taxes
until Sept. lat at which time all real es-
tate upon which taxes are due for 1e94
or 1895 will be advertised for gale.
Hunt up your tax receipts and if you
have not paid this back tax you can
save met if you want to. If you think
this is only a "scare" wait and see
August 5 1896.
Mc J. Davis,
dwedetw2w s. C C.
Pembroke Man Marries.
Mr. S. M. MeRea, of Pembroke, and
Miss Irene P. Baylise were tuarried this
week at the home of the bride's parents
in Montgomery county, Tenn. Miss
Mettle Cubbing, of Memphis, and Wal-
lace West', of Howell, Ky. ; Miss Hattie
Brawner, of Santo, Tenn., and Cbas.
Marable, of Oakwood, Tenn.; Miss Ella
B. Baylis % sister of the bride, and E. R,
34oRea, brother of the groom, were the
attendants.
.110, • I 
"For fire weeks I lived on cold Water,
00 to speak," writes a man who suffer-
ed terribly from indigestion.
He could hardly keep anything on his
stomach. What stayed, wasn't proper-
ly digested and gave him terrible pangs.
This is not an uncommon ease. Dys-
peptics don't get enough nonrishment.
'They are generally thin and weak.
They may eat enough but they don't
digest enotigh. Mueirof what they eat
I turns into poison. Tt this kelps; on
there's no telling what d' -ass they may
get next.
That's why It is best to take Shaker
Digestive Cordial, as soon as rymptoms
of indigestion appear.
It cures all the evils of indigestion,
VOST PERFECT MADE. and prevent.; the evils which indiges-
tionraristVgatTisyslitar retrierpipur 61°Z Sold 
ses
druggists, price 10 cents to
Tat smousa,_ 11.00 per bottle,
nernds •
et
Died Suddenly Tuesday Morning Death of
Miss Grace Donaldson.
The people of Hopkineville were terri-
bly eniocked and saddened when it e as
announced about li o'clock Tam. morn-
ing that Mrs Cornelia F. Phelps. wieow
of the late Mr. Hiram A. Phelps, had
died suddenly a few moments before, at
her home on Saheb Main street. It was
ilard to realize that the sad news could
tbe tree, bocanne Mrs. Phelps' friends
I 
eat), runes- of them, seen her nale and
neerte on the day before ane iveil at
a late hour that morning. Up to a few
moments before her death she had not
been unwell, although the terribly hot
spell of weather must necessarily have
been a great tax on the strength of one
of her advanced age, but as she was
possessed of a strong constitution it had
not apparently affected her, yet it is to
the intense heat her unexpected death
is due, as it weakened her and brought
about the congestion of the lames which
ended her life so suddenly.
The first news oflifrs.Phelps condition
that anyone outside of those who were
in the house with her at the time had
was heard from a messenger who had
been sent to tell Mr. :John Phelps that
his motheiewas thought to be dying.
Mr. Phelps at once started home, but
his mother passed out from life before
he arrived at the grief-stricken home.
Mrs. Phelps was seventy-four years of
age, having been born in this county in
August, 1822. She was one of a large
family of children. She was a daughter
of . John P. Campbell, one of the
y citizens of this county, and was a
sister of the late Major John P. Camp-
bell, 'end of the late Mrs. John T. Ed-
munds, and of Mrs. E. R. Cook. She
was educated in the schools of this
county, and in her twenty-first year, in
November 18-12, was married to Mr.
Hiram A. Phelps, who was born in
Caldwell county, Ky., in 1812, and who
was, therefore, ten years her senior. To
Mr. and Mrs. Phelps were born eleven
children, the following ten of whom are
now living: Augusta (wife of Win.
Cowan), John, Mary (widow of the late
Dr. John Q. Thomas), Lucy (wife of
John R. Green), James, Fannie, Ctr-
nelia, Mattie, Hiram and Lillie Belle.
Mrs. Phelps was a most estimable wo-
man and was greatly loved by all who
knew her intimately, and who knew
of the many excellent qualities that
went to make up her superior character.
She was a kind and affectionate wife, a
fond, devoted mother, and a true friend.
She had for many years been a member
of the Baptist Church, and she was a
conscientious, consistent, consecrated
christiau. She did many deeds of chari-
ty, and she did them in the true ehris-
tian way-not letting her right hand
know what her left hand did. The
death of such a woman is a great loss to
the community as well as to the family
that loved her so devotedly. The sor-
rowing sons and daughters have the
deep sympathy of the community in
this their boar of so great affliction.
Mims Grace Donaldson, daughter of
Mr. R. R. Donaldson and grand-daugh-
ter of Dr. D. J.Gish,died Tuesday morn-
ing about two o'clock at the latter's resi-
dence on West Ninth street. Typhoid
fever caused the death. Miss Donald-
son was sick less than two weeks.
Up to last Monday strong hopes for
her recovery were entertained, but she
began to sink rapidly and it was known
last night that the cud was near at
hand.
The deceased was eighteen years old
on the fourth day of last month. She
joined the Christian church when she
WM twelve years old and since that
time had always been a conscientious
and consistent church member. Among
her companions she exerted an influence
for good, and was ever ready to take an
active interest in any religious work.
Her gentle manners and losable char-
acter endeared her to a large circle
if acquaintances, and the news of her
death caused wide-spread regret.
When it was known that her illness
had become critical, scores of friends
visited the residence to make inquiries
concerning her condition, and her room
was kept full of beautiful flowers sent
by persons who knew and loved her.
He mind was unusually well devel-
oped, and she possessed many accom-
plishments along with all the attributes
of noble young womanhood. She was
graduated from the Hopkinsville Pub-
School year before last, and last June
fr on South Kentucky College.
Free Silver Papers.
We will furnish you the following
papers in connection with the WEEKLY
New ERA for one year at following
prices, viz:
Cincinnati Weekly Inquirer and
WEEKLY NEw ERA, $1.25.
St. Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WSEKLY NEW ERA, $1-75.
Cincinnati Weekly Enquirer, St.
Louis Republic (semi-weekly) and
WEEKLY NEW ERA, (all three) te.00.
Will Receive Bids.
The Steward of the Western K. te
snaky Asylum for the Insane, Hopkins.
ville, Ky., will receive sealed bids to
supply coal to said Asylum for one year
beginning September 1st. 1898. Bids
must be on lump, nut and run of the
mines. The right is reserved to reject
any and all bids. Bids must be handed
in at the City Bank on or before 10
o'clock S. in. August 21st, 1896.
A. H. ANDERSON,
2.47d2t wit Steward,
The Late C. M. Brown.
The Madisonville Mail says: His
death was a sad blow to the people of
this county. Mr. Brown was a popular
man and esteemed by all with whom he
came in contact. Not only was he
prominent in political affairs, but was e
man of integrity road morality and wos
poseemeei of keen intellect.
The Hustler says: He was a large
man in body and had a heart that was
equally as large. He was one of na-
ture's noblemen and was beloved and
respected by all who kpew him. We
had known him a long time and loved
him very much. lie was a man of abil.
was a good speaker and a splendid
writer. MA death will be mourned by
thousands of people.
Dr. Prism's Cream baking Powder
Wertra Nlialant Modal and Cepiems.
The Wheat in Nearly Every Section is Badly
Damaged.
The report for the present month is
mede up from replies received from 136
correspondents, representing 98 coun-
ties.
WHEAT.
The average yield over the State July
1st, based on estimates and in some
cases actual results from threshing, was
fiee bus. Since that time the crop has
suffered great damage from the inces-
sant showers prevailing generally over
the State up to the date of July 20th to
24th. Correspondents vary widely in
their estimates of damage, the reports
raeging from 3 to 40 per cent. The
greater number placing the loss at 10
per cent The average over the State is
a loss of 18 per cent. The quality of
the grain is certainly inferior, only 14
correspondents out of 118 report the
quality "food," while 30 correspondents
report the quality "average" and 74 re-
port quality "bad."
CORN.
Reports indicate on the whole a slight
improvement in the condition of the
corn crop. Late corn is generally re-
ported inferior and badly cultivated.
While early corn is at a stage where a
full crop is assured, a cessation of rain
would have a telling effect on the late
portion of the crop, which forms no in-
considerable part of the Acreage.
OATS.
The oat crop has suffered with wheat
from the constant rains during July,
coming with :greatest severity in the
midst of the harvest period, much of the
crop became over-ripe and fallen before
it could be harvested. The acreage har-
vested as compared with an average
year is 85, while the acreage sown was
96. Per cent of crop lost in shock or be-
fore harvest on account of wet weateer
is 17.
eosAcco.
The condition of the tobacco crop has
materially deteriorated during July.
In the Western counties, since the
cessation of rains, the improvement,
even on the upland, has not reached ex-
pectations. The epop there is reported
as (reached, of a spindling growth and
otherwise presenting an appearance
largely at variance with a good yielding
crop of fine quality. In the central
counties, while many reports of fine
crops are received, there are yet a suffi•
tient number of adverse reports to show
that the crop will not on the whole be
up to the standard indicated one month
ago. Worms are reported unusually
plentiful and the greatest exertions have
not been sufficient to prevent great
damage by them. Some tobacco has al.
ready been cut and the erop is reported
as ripening fast. 13 per cent of the
crop is reported lost or abandoned on
amount of wet weather or overflow.
The condition over the State averages
87 as against 92 on July 1st.
FRUITS.
Reports show a diminishing apple
(Top. The effect from spraying the
apple trees would have been especially
beneficial this year. Peaches are abun-
dant and of fine quality. Not so much
complaint i.e heard now of low prices for
the peach crop. Grapes are abundant
and unusually fine.
DROUTIL
An incipient drouth is reported in
some of the Western counties. The ex-
tremely high temperature that has pre-
vailed of late has caused the ground to
bake very hard in those counties where
the rainfall has ceased.
LUCAS MOORE,
Commissipnee cif Agriculture.
Examination of Teachers.
The examination of teachers for coun-
ty certificates will be held at the Hop-
kineville Public School building, on
Clay street. August 21st and 22nd.
This is the last examination that will be
held until next May. The teachers in-
stitute will be held August 24th, con•
ducted by Prof. E, W. Weaver,of Paris,
Ky., one of the leading educators of the
State. All teachers holding county
certificates are required to attend the
institate or the certificate mast be re-
voked. The public is cordially invited
to be present. Thursday, Aug. 27th, is
"trustees' day," and we would be glad
to see as many trustees present as can
attend.
KATIE MCDANIEL, Co. Supt.
Effects of Compulsory Education.
The effect of the Hiles compulsory
education law which is now in operation
is already being felt. A special from
Richmond says: "The Hike compul-
sory education law, which became op-
erative in Kentucky July I, is making
apparent the meager school facilities of
this county. In nearly all districts
where as many as seventy-eve people are
reported, the school-houses are found
inadequate with the exception of a half.
dozen school-housesenere is not a public
school house in the county capable of
comfortably accommodating more than
sixty pupils. Many of the districts re-•
ported one hundred pupils and upward.
At Bybietown, Prof. Alex. Grinstead's
attendance is so large that he has been
compelled to adjourn to a near-by
grove.
THE OLD ONES DON'T SUIT.
Water Works Company Ordered to Put
Up New Street Troughs.
The City Connell has notified the
Water Works Company to take away
the four water troughs now in use on
the streets of Hopkinsville and replace
them with first-class automatic trough,.
The company is notified that the new
troughs must be about six feet in
imegth. The company is given fifteen
days to make the change.
In ease the change is not twirls within
this time the Water Committee is
authorised to put up new troughs and
deduct the amount necessary to erect
teem from the next quarterly settle-
ment.
Slee
Induced by the use of coca, opiate or Nar-
cotic compounds is bad, decidedly bad.
They undermine health and shatter the
constitution and the patient Is steadily
growing into a worse condition 
--otter,
resulting in the terrible slavery and
misery of the cocaine and opium habh.
Bleep induced by the use of Hood's Sem-,
partite does not perhaps 00itle 011
put It eemesi wore surely and more per-
manently through nature's great restor-
ing and rejuvenating channel -purified,
vitalized and enriched blood. This teed,
the nerves with life-giving energy sue
builds up the system end eonetitution
from the very foundation of all health
and life-the blood-pure, rich, red blood.
00 S
Sarsaparilla
Is tbe One True Blood Purifier. All druggists. $1.
cure liver ills, easy to takeHood's Pills eery to operate. aleseuts:
r
ieeeave
Noes Interesting to Tillers
of the Soil.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
The T ,Sate0 Market here and Elsewhere
Courectit Reported
Hopkinsville, Ky., Aug. 13th, '96.
Mr. Editor: Since last report the
receipts are falling off. While the sales
continue liberal, although the offerings
consist largely of low grades and non-
descript stuff. Yet in the face of this
the prices are well maintained, especially
on tobacco of inert and character. Re-
ceipts to date, 17,845; maim about 13,000.
There are but little good to fine tobaccos
left unsold as prices have been good
through the season, and from reports of
damage by wind, rain, hail and lastly
worms, the good and fine tobaxos of the
growing crop will be in active request
at good prices. While common and low
grades are likely to continue in buyer's
favor.
LUGS.
COMniOn   $1 00 tO $1 75
Medium  200 to 75
Good.  00 to 400
Fine  4 00 to 450
LEAF.
Common  $2 50 to $4 50
Medium  5 00 to 700
Good 
  7 00 to 10 00
Fine 10 00 to 15 00
WRAPPERS.
Short Plug..e   $7 50 to 10 00
Long 10 00 to 15 00
BERMAN LEAF 
Medium 
  $5 00 to 7 00
Good  7 50 to 9 00
Fine  
  9 00 to 11 00
"HUNG BY WHITE CAPS."
In North Todd, a few miles from
Sharon Grove, can be found the above
caption suspended above a string of vic-
tims. Who committed the murder is
not known, but the victims of some foul
hand are there dead, and very dead, and
hung to a tree. It is murder in the first
degree.
Suspended from the limb of a tree is
a string of dead tobacco worms and
written above is this sentence:
"Hung by White Cape."
Every passerby stops and takes a look,
and eien-y farmer in that section wishes
the White Cape would administer the
same dose to his tobacco patele-Elkton
Progress.
GOVERNMENT CROP REPORT.
The report of the statiatic,an of the
department of agriculture for August
indicates an improvement in the condi-
tion of corn over that reported last
month of 4.4 points, or from 91.6 to 96.
The condition of spring wheat has fall-
en since July report from 93.8 to 78.9, a
decline of 14 4 points. The condition of
oats has fallen since last report 19 points
or from 98.3 to 77.8. Spring rye condi-
tion is 88, against 88.6 in July, while
barley has fallen from 88.1 in July to
82.9 for August. The condition of Irish
potatoes is 94.8 against 99 in July. The
condition of tobacco is 86.5 against 91.5
July 1.
The reports show a reduction in the
condition of cotton during July from
92.5 to 80.1. The average of states is as
follows: Virginia, 86; North Carol-idle
93; South Carolina, 88; Georgia. 92;
Florida, 84; Alabama, 98; Mississippi,
7e; Louisiana, 70; Texas, 69; Arkansas,
65; Tennessee, 89.
Reports on European grain crops are
generally favorable. The wheat crop
promises to be up to the average. For-
age crops will be short in Greet Britain
if the drought continues.
HOW IT IS IN HENDERSON.
Front that section of the State around
and about Henderson come reports of
ver7 poor crops. Says the Heuderson
Journal: "There can Ise no doubt that
the prospects are poor for elope in this
section of the State. The corn crop es-
pecially is in poor oeaditinn. The heavy
rains in the early part of the seamen Pre-
vented the fermiers tram giving their
corn more than °tie
-half of the work it
needed, and thousands of acres were
"laid by" with but one and two plow-
ings. The preseat high water has also
caused a very heavy law along the river
and in the bottom fields. Taken alto-
gether, it is likely that the crop will be
at least one-third smaller than last year.
Tobacco is suffering for want of rain
and the worms are reported as being SO
numerous that it is proving impossible
to prevent them from doing great harm
to the plants.
ENGLISH SPARROWS SILL wonite
One section of the Stste, at least, is
willing to admit that the English spar-
row is a good thing. This is Henry
county, where the bird appears in •
useful role, described thus by the Henry
county local: "Mr. Walter Abbott,
who works for Monroe & Carroll, on
if m's. Webb's farm, has Ave acre* of to-
bacco, which lie 4a1  iaeT.: wormed but
once. Yet the tobacco is infine condi-
tion and there is not a plaiit in the
patch which has beeu injured by the
worms. Mr. Abbott's good fortune in
that respect is accounted for by the fact
that all during the Season thousands of
sparrows have made their homes in the
tobacco field and every day have waged
relentless war upon the worms. The
fact is vouched for by reliable men who
know it to be true from personal obser-
vation."
THE LOUISVILLE mA WWI .
Louisville Tobacco Market, furnished
by Glover let Durrett, Louisville Tobac-
co Warehouse;
Sales an our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,408 hhds., with re
ceipts for the same period of 2,295 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 111.479 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 107,016 hhds.
The following quotations jairly tepees
sent our markej fee tobacco Ibild crop:
Trash  $1 00 to $1 26
Common to medium lug's. 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 8 50
Common leaf 
  2 50 to 3 50
Medium to good leaf  850 to 500
Deaf of extra length  5 00 to 7 00
Wrappery styles  7 00 to 800
LIVE STOCK kICIIKET.
Reported by the Loeisyille Live stock
Exchange, Bourben stockyards.
Louisville, Ky.. Aug. 1*, 1898.-Cat-
tle.-The cattle market was steady aid
featureless to-day. The light receipts;
which were of good quality, moved tin-
der a fair local demand and some buy-
ing for shipment. Medium weight
butchers were in greatest request. Prices
were steady at Monday's figures. nor
pens were cleared.
Calves.-Sonie burin for Weisman
and the erdinary de(osaad wade a
steady mit rearket. No change in yes-
terday's vales TePerted 
Extra shipping nii46(4 4 15
Light shipping
Best butchers
Iran to good butcher% 
Common to niedlinu .
Thin. rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags 
Good to extra oxen 
Common to medium aftell 
Feeder%
Mocker. 
  1980100
Bulls 
 l7at 250
Veal calves  5006 4 60
Choice mulch cows  ID COMM 00
Fair to good mulch cows   II 00(020 00
Hogs.-The receipts of hogs were
light and of good quality. Purchases
were for both local and shipping pur-
poses, but principally for the former
end cleared the pens early. Yricm,
I 41.0 8 75
filifp 145
KM 525
which showed some slight improvement
On yesterday's values at the opening, be-
ratite weak, though without change. to-
wards the close in sympathy with lower
prices in other markets.
chews ptieeing nod butchers, 225
800tb •,, • .
Fair to good packing. Ita) to P.10 tti 2bail
thext to extra light. Int to Istltb tazt
Fat shoats, tali to 15k4 lb . . 21k.a8
Fat shoats, 100 to 120 lb ..... . 148 2.5
Roughs. 150 to 400 . fete, 75
Sheep and Lambs.- The sheet' mar-
ket was dull and draggy throughout the
day. Prices on the best grades declined
25e. Lambe were a little more active
than other grades, and prime generally
were reported unchanged on prime,
though a difference of opinion existed
among dealers. Inferior grieles of all
kinds were dull and hard to dispose of
at satisfactory prices. Dealers complain
that shippers do not realize how I ()or
the rnarketings are. Shippers absorbed
all offerings to-day.
000d to extra shipping sheep  82 110M2 50
Fair to good ..... ..... ceezz :15
Common to medium 1 nOteti 50
Bucks .  1 00142
Extra lambs .............. ....... 4 5t544'5
Fair to good  60(04 00
Medium butcher Iambs  
 
bums (XI
Tall end• or culls   I O5e.2 .50
Death in South Christian.
James Coleman, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Coleman, grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Pettus, of this city, died
at the home of his parents at Herndon,
Ky., Wednesday morning of bowel
trouble caused by teething. He was
one year old on Aug. 4. The interment
took place at Pee Dee this niorning. The
parents have the synipathy of boort of
fretted here in the logs of their son.-
Clarksville Times.
Circle Meeting.
The Seventh Circle will hold its next
session with Concord Baptist church on
Saturday morning, Aug. 29, at 10
o'clock and Sunday following.
PROtIRAMMIL.
Rev. C. H. Nash,-The Sin of Covet-
ousness.
E. F. Coyner,-Christian Citizenship
Aleck McCord,-Japan end Missions.
Rev. Joel Hopson,-Home Mission
Work.
Rev. J. W. Spurlin,-Missionary Bap-
tists.
Rev. P. A. Thomas,-The Power of
Godly and Ungodly Living.
R. R. Donaldson,-Prayer.
B. F. Eager,-Blessings turned to
Curses.
All are invited to attend. All the
churches composing the circle are urged
to send representatives and report to
this meeting.
T. C. HANBERY,
Vice-Presideut.
FOR SALE.
Elegant Suburban Property 174 Acres of
Land Adjoining the City of Hopkinsville.
The plat of land containing about 174
acres, lying on the North side of Prince-
ton pike (West Seventh street), forming
a part of the West boundary line of the
City of Hopkinsville, Ky., and upon
which is the Christian County Driving
Park. This property is not only flue
farming land, but is desirable for sub-
urban homes. It unitee the conven•
iences of the city with the pure air and
quiet of the country. An artificial lake
can be made at little expects. A great
bargain can be had in the purchase of
this flue property. It must be gold. Ap-
ply at once to Hunter Wood or James
D. Hays.
Sire to WI..
The people recognise and appreciate
real merit. That is why Hood's Sarsap-
arilla has the largest sales in the world
Merit in medicine means the power to
cure. Hood's Sarsaparilla ciares---abso-
lutely, permanently cures. It in the
One True Blood Purifier. Its superior
merit is an established fact, and merit
wins.
Hood's Pills are easy to take, easy to
operate. Cure indigestion, headache.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Educational. -
The next session of Hopkhisville High
iechool. for young men and boys, will
Open August )14th, 106. Fur tertur,
etc , cull on or address,
w 1 t ,dam J. O. FERRELL.
Farm For Sale!
Farm of 140 acres on Long's Mill road
2 miles from Pembroke; 120 acres open,
balance in good timber. Soil, fair lime-
stone. Improvements, 3-room cottage,
cook-room, barn, out-houses, good or-
chard, well, etc. School and churches
in easy reach. Price, p2,000; one-half
cash; belittle* in one year at 6 per cent.
AMES D. HAYS'
REAL ESTATE AGENCX,
eodw Hopkinsva, Ky.
USE
DO YOV
W. and W. C.
BINN'S
FLOUR?
It is elegant and gives entire
Putt:faction whenever used.
You ought to give it a trial.
W. and W. C. Binn, Pee Dee, 14,
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
POR CONGRESs,
We are authorized to platinum
DR. J(geel D. CLARDY,
Of Cheetian county, as a candidate for
rereVection to Congress, for the the sec-
ond Congressional District of Kentucky
-subject to the action of the Democratic
party. Election November 1896.
Solid Silver
Thimbles
600 to select from
at -4_their value. All
kinds and sizes,
choice for 25c.
Solid Gold Rings &c
at your own price.
Watches and
Clocks
Less than L. cost.
$1 to $2.60 spec-
tacles at 50c at
HARD WICK'S.
Dr. A. Boales,
xi• NT' 
€11°T.
OFFICE on Main Street in block op-
posiee First National Bank.
"MOTHERS'
FRIEND"
Shortens labor, lessens pain,
• dlialoishe• dancer to life ofboth mother and child and leases her In condi.2)11)0 Irk ups more favorable to speedy recoNery.
"Snooper after than before confinement.'
1 On I 30' lava a prominent midwife Is the best remedy
r74 MI FOR RISING BREASTlb(a s 60
Known and worth the price for that alone.
Endorsed and recommended by midwives andIll ladle* who have used it
Beware of susititutes and Imitations
Makes Child-Birth Easy.
Sent by Express or mail on receipt of price,$1.50 per bottler. Book "TO MOTHERS"
mailed free, coo taming voluntary tentanon
BIllerliG.0 SIMULATOR CO., ATLANTA, GA.
11101.0 HY ALL 0119001515.
CHASE AFTER A HORSE-TIEDIF.
Officers Smith and Lander Have a Long
and Exciting Pursuit.
A negro came to town Wedneerlay and
tried to sell a horse His actions were
peculiar and he was reported to the po-
lice headquarters as a suspicious char-
acter.
Officers Tube Smith and George Lan-
der were detailed to arrest him. When
the negro saw them coming he jumped
on the horse and left town. The po-
licemen secured horses and follow-
ed him. They chased him out the
Bradshaw road as far as the Willis farm,
when the negro jumped over a fence
and disappeared.
The horse captured by the officers is a
fine animal. It had doubtless been
stolen by the negro.
Dr. Price's cream Baking Powder
Werld'a Fair tftgb..t Award.
ECZEMA
Fromjsuly child-
hoocPlIntil I was
grown my family
spent a fortune
trying to cure me
of this disease. I visited Hot Springs
and was irr itee by the best medical
men, but was not benefited. When
all things hadFR OMfailed I de-
termined to try S.S.S.
and in four months was
entirely cured. The terriblt eczema
was gone, not a sign of it left. My
general health built up, and I have
never had any return of the disease.
S.S.A. sad
1 hale often cHILDH000
bare never
yet known a failure to ears.
GRO. W. tRWO4, irwts, Pa.
Never fails to cure,
even when all other
remodaw have. On;
treatiseon blood and
akin diseases mauled
free to any address.
1111,1 SPEC FIC CO Al•asta, Ga.
THE BIG
THE BA
A DEPARTMENT STORE
TWENTY STORES UNDER ONE ROOF.
r
,.....„....„,,,1
- Deolai RIR illl at
1 SHOE DEPIITIEF: 1
1
We guarantee every
shoe we sell not to rip,
if they rip we will sew
them up free of charge.
I, TRY "M
L-,&.ak.t..a,.*..a.gb....A......h.aJ
THE RACKET J. H. Kugicr
J. ItRenshaw&Soq
Livery, Feed and
Sale Stable.
A nice line ot pretty turnouts always on hand. Call on
us. Stableon west Seventh st.
Closing Out
% Sale! %
The stock of Cox & Boul-
ware must be closed out at
once.
COST not considered!
PRICE no object.
Our orders are Sell the Goods
At what they will bring! Now is your
opportunity. Act quickly.
H. A. Witherspoon,
Assignee of Cox Boulware.
LOOK
THINK
ACT
We are prepared to give you
SPECIAL
PRICMS
LUM BE R, HARDWARE,
PAINTS, OILS
DAGG & RICHARDS.
CAMPAI IGN HATS
•
The Gold and
Silver Campaign
Hats Are Now on
Sale at
Mammoth Clotio 4 Shoe Co,
- Meet' s
eCROWNED WITH HONOR.
The Great Presbyterian, Rev. Charles L.
Thompson, D. D., of New York.
• .
•.. ..- •
What Pair:Les o1eI7 Compourld. I-3as 7=)o:a.e
for th.e =1.cci-u.sra.t 1='rez,cla.er.
From no one class of men has Paine's
celery compound received more unstint-
ed praise for its wonderful powers of
making the sick to be well again than
from ministers of the gospel in every
denomination.
her. rather Ouellet, Rev. Dr. Meek,
the editor of the "Central Methodist,"
Rev. Dr. Baird, ROY, W. J, White, I),
D,, of the tieorgia Illaptiet, are Samna
Site Meta of Clersymen who have grate.
telly publuthed, that their experience
might he of benefit to other*, the eve,
true Paw of how this greatest of Ail
remedies maker people well, building
up the shattered nerve.', enriching the
thin Wood and rooting out disease.
Rev. Charles L. Thompson, D. D.,
pastor of the Mattison avenue Presby-
terian Church in New York city, is a
man crowned with honor. Before going
to the celebrated church where he now
preaches In New York he served in
prominent pulpits in Cincinnati, Chica-
go, Pittsburg and Kansas city. He has
written ranch and well on themes of
public interest, presided over the Cen-
tennial General Assembly in Philadel-
phia, and has been often a commission-
er and chairman of leading committees,
and an exceptionally forcible debater in
all the church courts.
His large charity has made him a
welcome represeutraive of his church
te 'other eharchea and to his brethren
of other lands.
Dr Thomism' is t prodigious worker.
00 is Mill of She many theme
rode who have illeetwertel what
relery tempo:MA dote for them who are
Worn oat by hither, Who IWO suffatitti
from Nome stage of nervous exhaustion,
and who require health.giving rentee
dy that will apecelity replenish the hero-
n= with proper nutriment.
Writing from New York on June 23,
Dr. Thompson said:
"I think to the use of Paine's celery
compound is due the fact that after a
Winter of exhausting work I have been
able to carry my duties through the en-
ervating springtime with unusual ease
and comfort."
To the multitude who suffer from the
enervating effects of the warm weather
in this climate, this plain. etraightfor-
ward statement from so eminent and
fearless a clergyman should be heeded.
Paine's celery compound has put all
eud to an enormous amount of sickness
and disease.
It began at the very outset of its splen-
did career to cure 1111,U and women of
kidney tmublue, liver complaint and
nervous prostration. Itn 'Teed,' and
hutting cores of all thew. nerve and
Mood disorders were not slow to spread,
ttig Its mottat Ion through every elate III
the (sundry, Phyaielans everywheri
meted the great remedy as the most
enlightened, mien rkillest means that
skillful meana that could be employed
for invigorating the ''run-down' system.
Thousands of wholly disinterested
men and women saw their neighbor,
and townspeople made well by Paine's
celery compound.
This epoch-making discovery in medi-
cine*, due to the patience, thoroughness
and zeal of the great Dartmouth College
scientist, stands today unquestioned as
the greatest brain and nerve strength-
ener and restorer the world possesses.
IT MAY BE TOO LATE.
DANGIN OF PUTTING OFF Tma DAY
OF REFORMATION.
Ites, Dr, taint's. towel the Maness that
thee* to est I Nene. ef flialmenia11111 aid
Pieeeloa **toad Wi tiresis-=Nbell We
Net. emelt*, abases.
W oitt I liteDDNI A111. T11411441/6
111114Y 41a11110111111 • qui*** OW every-
body some gime tilemiame. It is we at
tweisendosts import, ghatl we hew* an-
other chasm/ The text is kkoleriaater
xi, I, "U the tree fall toward the south
or toward the north, in the place where
the tree falleth there it shall be."
There is a hovering hope in the minds
of a east multitude of pecple that there
will be an opportunity in the next world
ot correcting the mistakes of this; that,
however complete a shipwreck we may
make of our earthly life, it will be on a
beach up which we may walk to a pal-
ace; that, as the defendant may lose his
case in a circuit court and appeal it and
have it go up to the supreme court or
court of chancery And all the costs
thrown over on the other party, so a
fuse may lose his ease in this *retail,
but III the klythet jerieflici eel ef etethity
het* tee derision Iti She smith ty men leta
aside, ell the estate letteitto.1 noel the He-
0440aheteltitealietif toffee ;
Tint 1400 *4 Mt Sion 4+1 It. 154HW
PA/ 4445 0•i4445014 1141,011 as tette
Slit, test thiti such an est:it:141am is
ciatutriest. "ff the tree fiai inward the
seuth or townie, tie uorth, in the place
where tee tree falleth there it shell
be." There are those who sey that, If
the impenitent and unforgiven man en-
ters the next world aed revs the disaster,
as a result of that disaster he will turn,
the distress the calie of hi.' reforms-
lien, but we have 10,0e0 instances all
Around about us of reiple who have
done wrong and disaster suddenly came
upon them. Did the d.saster heal taxon?
No, they went on.
ara Siege but lin the reams&
There is a man flung of dissipatione.
The doctor says to hen, "Now, my
friend, it you don't step drinking and
don't stop this fast life you are living,
you will dim" The patiret thanks the
physician for his weaning and gees bet-
ty: he begins to sit nee begins to walk
amend the roam,, testes to go to busi-
ness and takes the same reend of grog-
shops where he got his morning dram
end his evening dram and the drains
between. Down again. Same doctor.
*Same physical anguish. Same medical
warning But now the sickness is mom
protracted, the liver more clativate, the
stomach more irritable, the digestive
organs more rebellious. But still, under
medical skill, he gets better, goes forth,
CrotnnlitS the same sacrilege against his
physical health. Sometimes be wake*
up to see what be is doing, and he
realizes be is destroying his family, and
that his life is a perpetual perjury
against his marriage YUMA, and that
that broken hearted woman is so differ-
ent from the roseate wife he married
that her old schoolmates do not recog-
nize her on the street, ancrthat his eons
are going sat in life under the taunt of
a father's drunkenness, and that his
daughters are going out in life under
tee scarification of a dinfputable an-
cestry. His nerves aro all a-jangle.
Fent crown of head to sole of foot he is
one aching, rasping, crucifying.datuning
torture. Where is be? He is in bell on
earth. Does it stop him? Ah, not After
awhile delirium tremens; pours out upon
his pillow a whole jungle of hinging
reptiles. His screams horrify the neigh-
bors as he dashes out of bed crying,
"Take these things off me!" He is
drinking down the comfort of his fam-
ily, the education of his children, their
prospects for the life to come. Pale and
convalescent be sits up. Physician says
to him: "Now, my good fellow, I am
going to have a plain talk with you. If
you ever have an attack of this kind
again, you will die. I can't save you,
and all tl:e doctors In creation can't
ewe you. '
The patient gets up, starts out, goes
the same) round of dissipation and is
down again, but this time medicines do
not teuen his cape. Consultations of
pitysielaus ray thate is no hope. Death
ends the seene. That process of inebria-
tion and physical suffering and medical
warning and dissolution is taking place
within a stone's throw of where you sit
and in every neightorhoral of Christen-
dom, pans me reform. Suffering
does not cur W t 1.4 true iu regard
On OM Inn oc tru- en regard to all sins,
eed yet men are expecting in the next
%4. she. esel he f.r.r.,rrnniLV for mono
- • -.............aa-n..ameelsamiament
finial regeneration:- Take up-the fainied
reports of the prisons of the United
state:" and find that the van majority
CI the criminals were there before, some
for two times, three tines, tour time..
Its amen; punished again and again,
bat they go tight on. Millions of inee
dent. elmi instal"' working the othet
W ry, net yet awn think that in the
liefif wish! pistiliktiodit Will wish sit
t.e theist Why, yttli and
I 6444340 initigine 1409 WOW torture
ham entifilse World tioni We have me it
Pirgi Oita world, and without any
miatary etneequenee.
TM nest Ws.
Furthermore, the prospect of ref omits
lion in another world is snore improb-
able than here. Do you not realise the
fact that a man startle in this world
with the innocence of infancy? In the
other case, starting in the other world,
be starts with the accumulated bad
habits of a lifetime. Is it not to be ex-
pected that you could build a better
ship out of new timber than out of an
Did bull that has been ground up in the
breakers? If starting with comparative
innocency the man does not become
godly, is it possible that starting with
sin a seraph can be evoluted? Is there
not more prnepect that a aeulptot will
their a finer statue out of a Week Of
Otte White Pariah Marble than of
black tmeli that Ills liern erariteri
twisted mid st,iit rod otiormi With the
storms of a hell iti44tt4vp tIth4h4 koa net
write s hat will 1044 WFIle
tietttle df Vifile fttSi445IU1i14tiltoi44445445
sas a pups white sheet of pupil easier
shun you mold write it upon a sheet
, soribbled all over with intemy and blot-
ted and torn from top to botunu? And
yet there are those who are so uncom-
mon sensical as to believe that, though
I a man starts in this world with infancy
and its innecenee and tunas out badly,
in the next world he cow start with a
dead failure and turn out well.
"But," say some people, "wo ought
to have &nether chance in the next
world because our life here is so very
trieL We soarcely have room to tern
around between the cradle and the
grave, the wood of the one almost strik-
ing Agatha the marble of the other. We
In have wnrahrir r.hittuvi hsesuitse of
theeteavity of this life." My friends,
do you know what made the ascent
deluge a necessity? It was the longevity
of the antediluvians. They were worse
in the second century than in the first,
and worse when they got 3e0 years old,
and worse at 400, and worse at e00, and
worse at 600, and worse at 600, until
the world had to be washed and scoured
and scrubbed and soaked and sunk and
anchored a whole mouth ;leder water
before it was fit for decent people to live
in. I have seen many esteems of old
Time with his scythe to cut, but I never
saw any picture of Time with a chest of
medicines to heal. Sence4t said that in
the first few years of his public life
Nero was set up as an example of clem-
ency and kindness, but he got worse
and worse, the path descending, untel
at 68 years of age he was the suicide.'
If 800 years of lifetime could not cure
the antediluvians of their iniquity, I
undertake to say that all the ages of
eternity would be only prolongation of
depravity.
"But," says some one, "in the next
life the evil surroundings Will be with-
drawn and good influences will be sub-
stituted, and hence expurgation, subli-
mation, glorification." But you neat
remember that'the righteous, all their
sins forgiven, pass right up into a be-
atific state, and then, having panted up
into the beaten) state, not needing any
oiher chance, that Will leave all those
who have never been forgiven, and who
were impenitent, alone-alone-and
where are the rateable influences to come
from? Caigit Is expected that Dr. Duff,
who vent hie whole life in pointing
the Hindoes to heaven, and Dr. Abeel,
who 'pent his life in evangelizing
Chinn and that Judson, who vent his
life in preaching the gospel to Burma-
can it be expected that they will be sent
down from some celestial missionary
society to educate and to save theme who
wasted their earthly exisu.nce? No.
We are told distinctly that all mission-
ary and evangelistic influences will be
ended forever, and the rx-xl, having
passed up to their beatific state, all the
morally bankrupt will be together, and
where are the salvable influences to
come from? Will a specked or bad apple
put in *barrel ot dineasd apples make
the other appletteApaA? Will one who is
down be able :e.a lift others up? Will
those seloo havo miserably failed in the
bwenes.s if this life be able to pay the
debts" of other spiritual insolvent,/ Will
a millipn wrongs twine eons ri.eht?
•
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a-ruir•o.iirwagriTe-erty-if her-Fr:lig ..a-
ftis of Thrace% put all bad roople of his
kingdom, and whenever there were in-
iquitous people found in any part of the
land they were all Pent to Poneropolis.
It was the great capital of wickedness,
auppose a man or a wsmusts had. opened
primary is hoed in Petiole/Polls I Wtelltt
thee permits or other MUM have tient
their elilldgeti theee In be othieelvd HMI
raftwatialt
If a man in this world was sarromititul
with temptation, in the nest world, all
use noliteous having passed up Pilo the
leseittle note, the someialion will he
more deteriorating, depreciating and
down. You would not mud to a cholera
or yellow fever hospital a man for his
health, and the great lazaretto of the
future, in which are gathered the dis-
eased and the plague struck, will be a
poor place for moral recovery. The
Count of Chateaubriand, in order to
make his child courageous, made him
sleep in the turreta of the castle, where
the winds howled and specters were
said to haunt the place. The mother
and the sisters almost died of fright,
but the son afterward gives his account,
and he says, "That gave me nerves of
steel, and gave me courage that has
het-et faltered."
toy Mende, I do hot think the
hit-tate tit thitkhene tot the eftertfal
weeld eitratt by slfeetis aodetifisi4illik
Will !Wet' Preterit it Wel for the itieffeti
land rif ei4us.Hl+w I itelifief whet is the
Stirriettlain iii the Whoa Intorno,
where a 144441 itevinti leen areliefeal hr
citation On, enters auth Waal up front
freshman of iniquity to 110plintnOre t•I
abomination, and on up, front sopho-
more to junior, and front junior to sen-
ior, and day of graduation comes, and
the diploma is signed by edam the
president, and all the professional de-
moniacs attest the fact that the candi-
date has been a sufficient time under
their drill, and then enters heaven.
Pandemouium, a preparatory school for
celestial admimion! Ah, my friends,
while Satan and his cohorts have fitted
a vast nmltitntie fer ruin, they nevez
fitted one soul for happiness--never!
The Logic of It.
Again, I wish you further to notice
that another chance iu another world
means the ruin of this. Now, suppose a
wicket) man is assured that after a life-
time (7,f wickedness'' he can fix it all
right up in the future. That would be
the demoralization of society, that
would le the demoliticii of the human
race. There are men who are now kept
l en the limits of sin by their fear. The
fear that if we are bad and wiforgiveh
here it will not be well with us in the
next existence is the chief influence
that ket pin civilization from jushing
back into setniburbarism, and keeps
semibarbarism from rushing back into
midnight savagery, and keeps midnight
savagery from rushing back into extinc-
tion, Now, the man is kept on the lim-
its of sin. But this idea coming into his
soul, this idea of another chance, he
says: "Go to, now. I'll get out of this
world all there is in it. Come gluttony
and revenge and uncleanness and all
sensualities, and wait upon use. It may
ntlenviate my earthly life by dissolute-
ness, but that will only give me heav-
enly indulgence on a larger scale in a
shorter length of time. I will overtake
the righteous before long, I will only
come in heave* a little late, and I will
be a little more fortunate than those
who have behaved themselves on earth
and then went straight to the bosom of
God. because I will see more and have
wider excursion, and I will come into
heaven via gehenna, via sheol!" Hear-
ers! Readers! Another chance in the
next world means free limns* and the
demolition of this. Suppose you had a
cane in court, and all the judges and all
the attorneys agreed in telling you the
first trial of it-it would be tried twice
-the first trial would not be of very
much importance, but the second trial
would decide everything. On which
trial would you put the most expendi-
ture? On which trial would you employ
the ablest counsel? On which trial
would you be most anxious to have the
attendance of 111 the witnesses? "Oh,"
you would my, "if there are to be two
trials, and the first trial does not amount
to much, the second trial being every-
thing, everything depending upon that,
I must have the most eloquent attorney,
and I must have all my witnesses
present, and I will expend my money
on that." If these men who are im-
pZuTiliTt an 17LO 1-ure -Wicked- felt
there were two trials, and the first was
of no very great importance and the
second trial was the one of vast and in-
finite importance, all the preparations
for eternity would be post merteme_poote
— 
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funeral, past tiqUillInr-Tli ,-nutartlils Wield
would be js flied off into impenitency And then. turning to the throng on the
and le dleesutent. Ansa her chance in ion- • other side of the vermi
n', Ito says,
other world means the demolition of "Let him that is unjust lie unjust still,
this world. and let him that filthy be filthy 
still. "
At the Banquet. And then he stretches out both hands.
Fort henne.re, my friends--for I am (me toward the throng en each iaide the
preaching to myself as well gal to you; vacuum, and says, "If the tree 
hill to-
we are oin the Name level, and though ward the south un teavard the 
teeth, in
the platform be a little than the the place where thee tree falleth 
there
pew, it is only for C011rf ilietate, anti that it than be!" And then I hear s
omethiug
we may the better speak to the, people; jar with a great sound. It is the clesing
we are all on the same platform, aund.I of the book of judgment. The Judge
am talking to my soul while I talk to
yours-my frit nds, why another chance
in another _world when we have declined
so many chances in this? Suppose. you
spread a banquet and you invite a viiet
number of friends, and among others
you scud an invitation to a man who.
disregards it, ox treats it in an obnox-
ious way. During 20 years you give 20
banquets, a banquet a year; and you in-
vite your friends, and every time you
invite this man, who disregards your
invitation or sends back some indignity.
After awhile you naive into a larger
house and amid more luxuriant sur-
roundings and you invite your friends,
but you do not invite that man to whom
20 times you sent an invitation to the
smaller house. Are you to ; Yep
would only make yourself alsurd before
God and man to send that man ane,t1.4 r
invitation. For 20 years he has been
declining your offers and evading insult
for your kindness and courtesy, and cau
he blame you? Can lie come up to your
house on the night of the banquet?
Looking up and seeing it is a finer house,
will be have any right to say: "Let
use in. I declined all those other offers,
but this is a larger house, a brighter
house, a more luxuriant abode. Let me
in. (live me another chance?" God Ilta
spread a banquet of his grace before us.
For 365 days of every year, since we
knew the difference between our right
heed ann our left, he has invited us by
his provieenee and by his spirit. Sup-
pose we decline all these offers and all
this kindness. Now the banquet is
spread in a larger place, in the heavenly
palace. Invitations are sent out, but no
invitation is scut to us. Why? Because
we declined all those other batiquits.
Will God be to blame? Will we have
any right to rap on the doer of heaven
and say, "I ought not to be shut out of
this place; give me 'mother chance?"
Twelve gates of salvation staminng wide
tor free admission all our life and then
when the 12 gates clew we rush on the
bosses of Jehovah's buckler, saying,
''Give inc tuiother chance!"
A ship is to si. I fer Hamburg. You
want to go to Germany by that Lee.
You see the advertisement of the steam-
er's sailing. You See it for two weeks.
You see it in the morning papers, and
you see it in the evening papers; you
see it placarded on the walls. Circulars
are thrown into your office telling you
all about that steamer. One day you
come dowu on the wharf and the steamer
has swung out into the stream. You
say: "Oln, that isn't fair. Come back;
swing up again to the docks. Throw the
plank ashore that I may come on board.
It isn't fair. I want to go to Germany
by that steamer. Give me another
chance." Item is a magnificent offer for
Menem. It has been anchered within
our sight year after year, and year idler
year, and year after your, end ell the
benign veleta of earth and isteiven have
urged us to get on board, siliett it may
sill lit ally moment. itepisee WO
that emeertutilty sail foray, Mid then we
Ii oft tote nod FAY Lark that sip.
portunity. I want to take It; it Isn't
treating fairly, lilies* lee anteater
chance," Why, tug brother, you !night
as well go out and stand ins the )ligh•
heeds sit the Navesink thin e (140 hitt r
the Majestic his gone out cud shout:
"Captain, COMO beek. I weld ti go to
Liverpool on the Majestic. Come back
over the sea, am, through the Narrows,
and up to the docks. Give tee another
chance." You might as well do that as,
after the last opportunity of heaven has
sped away, try to get it back again.
Just think of it! It came on me yester-
day in my study with overwhelming
impressiveness. Just think of it. All
heaven effered us as a gratuity for a
whole lifetime, aud yet we wanting to
rush against God, saying, "Give Me
another chance!" There ought to be,
there will be, no such thing US Fistful-
mons opportunity.
You see common sense agrees with
my text in saying that "if the tree fall
toward the south or toward the north,
in the place where the tree falleth
there it shall be." You see this idea
lifts this world front on unimportant
way station to a platform of stupendous
Isere* add Makes till enlist:" whlil
moved this lino, lilt, my shill, ing
smelI Itnly titic trial, oitil cli Hifi peps
retinue for that trial at is littete 111
world or never itiodo at all. Uti, rnr
soul, uty fitful I Yee sets Illie paint up all
the ettleheatse and all the Mimeses, slot
all the Medina,* into this life. No oilier
chances. Oh, how that iutennities the
value and the importance of this chente !
Alexander and hie army used to conic
around a city, and they would kindle a
great light, with the understanding that
as long as that light was burning the
city might surrender, and all would be
well, but if tie y let that light go ant,
theu the battering nuns would wing
against the walls and there would come
disaster and demolition. Oh, my
friends, all you and I need to do to pre-
pare for eternal safety is just to surren•
der to the King and Conqueror, Christ
Surrender hearts, surrender life, surrf ti-
tter everythitig. The great light bet pa
hurtling, light kindles! by the wotat of
the,oelies) light ftnftsifsg no infanta,. 5110
dill want if tMf milt tool tt'Iio* tih4,
let Hs itehife the hiIit gte
Net atilt With it our kat taiateleitay nI
444140 toile tenet With OW iktraigh our
44'r41 Jesna otiri.4 I oh, ;HY lireilliere talk
isheut elletber clatnice this the supernal
chance. In the time sit Uslwarsi II, et
Ine battle of Museelburgh, a private sol-
dier saw that the Earl of Huntley had
lost hie helmet. The private soldier took
off his helmet and went tip to the Earl
of Huntley and put the helmet on his
head. Now, the head of the private sol-
dier unexiveriel, he was soonalain, while
his commander rode in safety through
and out of the battle. But it is different
in our case. Instead of a private offer-
ing a helmet to an earl, it is the King
of heaven and eaxth offering a crown to
an unworthy subject, the King dying
that wo might live! OIL ttll it to the-
points of the compass, tell it to day and
night, tell it to earth and heaven, tell
it to all the centuries and all the mil-
lenniums that God has given Us such a
magnificent chance in this world that
%VC-) detel -nbaiiiiitTaiikeln another!
The Court of Eternity.
A dream. I am in the burnished judg-
ment ball on the lest day. The great
white throne is lifted, but the Judge has
not yet taken it, While we are waiting
for his arrival I bear the immortals in
eonversation. "What are you waiting
fix?" says a soul that went up from
Madagascar to a soul that went up from
Aunerica. The latter responds; "I was
in America 40 years ago, and I heard
the gospel preached, and I had plenty
of Bibles in my house, sad from the
time that I knelt at any mother's knee
in prayer until my last hour I had
gri•at upportunaies, but I end not im-
prove them. and I am here today wait-
ing for another chance." "Strange,
strange," says the sold just come up
from Madagascar. "Strange. Why, I
never heard the gospel call but once in
all ray life, and I accepted it, and I
don't want another chance." "What
are you waiting for?" guys one who on
earth had very feeble intellect to one
who had great brain, and whew voice
was silvery, and who had scepters of
power. The latter replies; "I had great
power on earth, I must admit, and I
mastered languages, and I mastered li-
braries, and colleges conferred upon me
learned titles, and my name was a
synonym for eloquence and power, but
somehow I neglected the matters of my
soul, and I mast confess to you I am
here today waiting for another chance'."
Now, the ground trembles with the
ascends the stairs behind the throne.
Vet hall of the last assize is eleured
anti shut. 'rho high court of eteruity
adjourned forever.
A woman's heeds
aches may coons
torn several causes.
She may have a
headache arising
In-em nerrotteni‘ss,
or ftunt digestive die.
tit' itances ;, just the
same as a man might
eta suffer for 5).c same
.../et:gbeee Li reasons. nine eases
-.... in ten, however, h.,.
--. t
kcadachts come from di-orders peculiar to
lien- sex. Poseiboy the apparent came of
the headache sill he neryousueas or indi-
gestion. while the cause of theac is not
thought of. The organs distinetl# feminine
are more vital than any ether ongaus in a
wosnan's teely. Any temle.- of tltti.or atle:te
th:t whole btirl:.. It may si.oy: it. elf ii the
symptoms which are ells-eaten nee of a
&ICI, ei,t.r1"4.!..TS. T1,011,21114.... Of times, EFO..
CW11 1`..l:C been treat:3 for the disorders
thought to be indicated 117 114se stytno.
tows, whea thz real trot; :t• .ras notch
deeper and more serious. lik lee:ice's Fa-
vorite Prescription was corn:W..14A for the
A.le pu . la rs., of r...lieviog womanliiind of the
Sits and pains very coornonly ctom.idered
the uncomfcrtable inheritance of lv-r aux.
It cures where really good physi•riairi h
ave
failed. Thowlands of women hate testified
that after taking treatment fiom se‘erai
physicians without benefit, the "Favorite
Prescription" cured them completely and
quickly. It has been used fur over thirty
years, and has an unbroken record of sue.
CeSq. The aelicted woman will find im
ni-cliate relief and ultimate care in the
"Favorite Prescription." There is no doubt
about it-there is no question about it. The
woman who hesitates is invited to send so
one-cent stamps to cover only the cost of
mailing a copy of Dr. Pierce's Common
Sense Medical Adviser. This celebrated
work contains fun information alsoin Dr.
Pierce's medicines, with the reproduced
photographs of hundreds of people who
Lave been cnryti by these world' famed
remedies, also giving their names and ad-
dresses, besides plain, clear information
about all of the orgaits of the human hod)
and their functions. It has reached the un
piece-dented sale of Cno,000 copies at
a copy. Thus the expense of preparation
has been defrayed. and now scio.,-xe, copier
wi,..11 absolutelyilepag e 
over 
vgeirven away. Kerne:abet
that this hook is not a mere advertising
panspeite, but a genuine standard work of
Irmo illustr4tions, some
Of lite;n1 in eeeess. Addr. es, W,teld'a N
s.
peusary Meteeel Association, Buffalo, N.Y.
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Wallacc,
advancing chariot. The great folding Fire and Lifedoors of the burnished hall of judgment
are thrown open. "Stand back," cry
the ushers, "and let the Judge of quick
and dead pea through." He takes the
throne. He looks off upon the throngs
of nations cemo to the' last judgment,
come, to the only judgment, and one
flash from the throne reveal.' 1'301 111011'11
history to !emelt, and reveals it to ell
the others. And then the Judge says,
"Divide!" and the burnished walls echo
It, "Divide!" and the guides angelic
answer, "Divide!" end the initnortels
are rushing this way awl that, until
there is an aisle between tints), is go at
aisle; and then a vacuum, widening,
and widening and widening, until the
Judge looks to one side of that vacuum,
and addreeowes the throng and says, "Let
him that me righteous to righteous still,
"" • "'Joel. t4.111 41104 Lhithj
Insurane Agents.
Agents for the
0 d rut. al Benefit Lfe
Of Newark, New Jersey.
—See Their New Contract —
Everything in the Contract.
Loans and real estate are
specialties with UR.
Office on Went side Kw VI Vain, near
Coat House, Hopknovilles. Ky.
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Beautitul. 
We make your Windows pretty
with BEAUTIFUL SIGNSj
Your Houses
For 'spring should look neat anti
pretty. We do the FlNEST
PAINTING, GRaalNIG, GLASS
GILDINO, HARD-WOOD FIN.
!SHIN°, and FRESCOING We
ere
Responsible
Anti guarantee our work. Write
or fall tin us fort' mantel.* tie all
treat.
Girard & Ricker,
Telephone erciers_to L. L. Elgin'
drag store
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PHYSICIAN
AND SURGEON.
DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE Rapid/tic and Cooper Building.1.101) Its: to 111; Ito 4.
Telephone No. 152.
HUNTER WOOD,
:ArroRNEY-AT-LAW,
Office in Hopper Block, up nears, over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, • • KENTUCKY
JOHN FEL AND.
AttorrieTi - at - Law>
Moe Hopper moot, lover 'PlanterelBanit
11.1 S. Meriweatlier,
'CP Inillirnr
Moe over Banceett's In Mummer Bloc*
Via, Ohio Valley Ay.
In emintation with the C. 0. & 14. W,.
mend Illitioie:Central, to Louisville, Cin,
einnati, Memphis, New Criest s anti
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkinsville 15 :20 n. in. 2:53 p.m.
A r. Pad arid, 12 :1011 mu SImm 5 :441 p. in.
Ar. Memphin :40 p. in. 7 :10 a.m.
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a. in. 7 :110 p.m.
Ar. Lemievillei 11 :el p,
Ar. Cifteinnati 51:40 a. m
Close connections made at Princeton
with through Puha reettimle trains, car-
rying Ptillnum Buffet sleepers, and
free reelisiee, r are.
B. 7 I E hi. Pi,erwood
0. P. A. Agt
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SOCIAL GATHERINGS.
Lawn Party a: the Farm of
Mr. Jno. W. Ford,
AT DR. ARMISTEAD'S.
The Misses Cayce Entertais-Oteer Sc. i
ciety Notes.
A merry crowd of young people as-
1 eetubled at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jo in W. Fordeloar Cherc i Hill, I r.day
night. A correspondent describer; the
gathering as follows: "The warm, op-
pressive air gradually turned to a pleas-
ant breeze in order inot to molest the
jolly. fun-loving crowd that had gather-
ed at the beautiful place. The lawn
was an ideal spot for happiness. Faint
lights flickered here and the-re and the
pretty girls and bands.ono. men nutele a
lovely picture of ybuth and joyousness.
Elegant refrenhinente were served.
Every one was Kerry when the time. for
leaving approached, and when we ex-
tended our thanks for the lavish bootie
tality, we drove slowly away promising
ourselves never to forget tee evening so
delightfully spent.
"A partial list of thaw present fol-
lows:
Misses-
Louis - Clanahan, Emma Adams,
A Braden, Minnie Siveley,
Addis! Bradley, Mamie Middleton,
Carrie King,' Mettle Browning,
Bunnie Coleman, Sue Massie,
}eine Shropehier, Borlava Adeoele,
Mary Nance, Annie Saw's-,
Lizzie Nance, Fannie Bramham,
Sallie Join*, Maggie Jones,
Laura Claggett, Nettie Shatoklin,
Della Adcock, Maggie Boyd,
Minnie Williams, Bertie Baker,
eine Baker, Elsie Kimberling,
Vivian Jones, Beulah Harnett
Agaler West, Hattie al newel nem,
Georgie Gregory, Edna Hopkins,
Musters -
Alex Crubb, Frank Baker.
Will Pierce. Charles Pierce,
Batton Pierce, Geo. McKnight,
Ely Atlanta John Adams,
Lewis Weston. D. T. M. Candle,
Almond Browning, Asa Coffee,
Toni King, Will Torian,
Charles Boyd, Frank Holloway,
Fox Holloway, Bud Free,
John Knight, Will Adcock,
Lewis Adcoek, Melvin Kimberling,
Lucian Dade. Dan Claggett,
Herbert Shankliti, Bob West, .
Bob Payne, Walter Layne,
Carl Gaines, Hiram Thomas,
Tom Tandy.
-o--
Mies MitinleArtnisteati gave an enter.
teintnent 1E114141 night to tumor of Mies
P.'ulis Whitney, of Fayette, Mime The
feature of the PY i'll lug
14.h.',, ins refreelintetete
Anteing t host' tom u mite
pristeet were:
if We
A pHs Gaines,
Edna Ellis,
Ella Carr,
Nashville;
Mary Cayce,
Annie Smithson,
Minnie Armistead,
Pauline C
Messrs.-
John Weitz's:es,
Joe Donelson,
wee Mewing
were wry egi ,
enough wise
G. Crumbangb,
Jesse Howe,
Nitwit° Byars,
Belle Edmunds,
(;race Donaldson,
Eula Whitney,
Fayette, Mies;
etunbaugh,
Hinun Thomas,
Clifton Long,
Nick Thomas, Adair Sanders,
John Thomas, Alex Overphiner,
Charlie Prowse, Tom Howell,
Alex Boulware. Joe Armistead,
Ben Armintead.
• -o-
A very pleasant reeeption was given
FHolay night toy the Miseen (layer, at
their tonne Oil WiSli
tin Mime Pantile ()lardy, tif
Hell. Anions the snoods were!
M
Voila., Clardy,
Mary Major,
big
)411 lo Wi rwl,
nettle Mi•jor,
A woe 41 resilient,
Josue, rttoni,
Attlee tieble, 11;4eelle Smith,
fertrude Evans, l'orrie
-- 
Edwards, Ella thine,
A unit- ('al-me', (Slut c'uyee.,
Haulm Evans, Vohs Young,
Lena Lacy.
1essrs-
l'l'ttlIk Ort.
John flamed,
Moss Joh neon,
Peuniel Elliott,
Mason Brainhani,
Fred Banned,
Willie Wade,
John Major,
John Rickets.
Leonard Fowler,
Toni Carhese, Robert Bellamy,
Ben Newman, Ed Smith,
Edgar Cayce, Rolland Ward,
Everet Tandy, Ed Higgins,
Alfred Eggleeton, Joe Ferguson.
-o-
?Hesitate in this Ott' tire in receipt of
the Wielding itteittition atitionliellin the
tiliptielehittg liitietiette; elf Mt. Jtihti P.
Weeks mid Miss Antoinette Wile, the
owl, Is, Its tesitattistittatsal ill
lilt Sept, 4: Mr: Went** isutl W Will
Itit gI 10114le in Pislitrith, My., aflof Saw,
411-1,
-o-
A party givest at the farm of
liuneeley, in the Western part of the
county last week was largely attended
and greatly enjoyed.
When did Sebree take Frank's place
as the Republican nominee for Cougrem
from this district? The Louisville Post
Kays: "In the Second district. Dr.
Clardy having snowed under Lawrence
P. Tanner, will take the Democratic
nomination and go after Lige Sebree,
the Repalican nominee. It looks like a
'walk' for the former granger candidate
for Governor, but there have been
Olivetti of a third candidate being put
out by the end line' Demorratai purpose-
ly to defeat Dr. Clardy. The feeling in
the district is said to be very bitter and
the race will be more than interesting.
-o--
Mr. Will Neely leftHopkinaville Mon-
daythis afternoon and went to Atlanta,
Where he will permanently reside and
practice his profession. He is a gradu-
ate. of the Cumberland Law University
and has studied the practical part of the
profession in Mr. Hunter Wood's law
office, lie is a gentleman of intelli-
gence and integrity, which, combined
with his energy, will !make him some
day prominent at the Atlanta bar.
-o--
Mr. Henry Ashford, who was a mem-
ber of the recently disbanded local base
ball club, will locate in this city and
has accepted a position at bletcalfc*s
laundry. He is a gentlemanly and
genial young man and hart a legion of
friends here. Besides being the best
left fielder who ever stepped on the
Hopkinsville diamond, he is an all-
around athlete and a splendid musician.
-o-
Dr. J. A. Southall is the first Hop-
kiusville citizen to own one of the. new
one dollar silver certificate*. The bill
differe very materially in appearanee
front any paper money now in circula-
tion. The engraving on one side repre-
sents History instructing Youth. The
figure of History is pointing to the city
of Washington and the picture is sur-
rounded by the names of the makers of
United States history in war, politics,
literature and invention. On the re.
verse side are the portraits of George
and litirthu Washington, with the usual
green background.
—(5--
Bonn. John L. Dorsey, who was eleet•
ecl chairman, without oppoeition, of the.
App..11ate convention held in this city
recently, is being spoken of an a eandi- ,
date for the. circuit bench in loin tliferiet
to succeed Judge Given.'. lit' would he:
an able and honest Judge.
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J. M. BULLARD
Main otreet, i ext door to Kent lick iati office.
A full lin of staple and fancy groceres Pay h'gh(st
market prices for country produce. terve delivery at all
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Stable!
Cor seventh and Virginia Ste.
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Livery, Feed and
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Are the Best?
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